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Abstract 

Light―the electromagnetic radiation within a certain portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum―is ubiquitous in our lives, representing not only the source of energy necessary to 

live, but also the source of energy for information to sustain our knowledge-based society. As 

one of the most widely-employed information carriers, light has played a crucial role in the age 

of information technology and has facilitated the soaring development of information optics. 

Under these circumstances,  various  optical components and devices  associated with 

information optics have been developed and can be found almost everywhere, including optical 

fibers, optical discs, televisions,  computers, mobiles, and disc players and so on. The ever-

increasing demand for high capacity optical devices has prompted the use of physically-

orthogonal dimensions of light (e.g. space, time, brightness, polarization, wavelength, mode, 

and angular momentum) for optical multiplexing, wherein multiple information channels 

modulated in different physical dimensions of light are combined in a given medium to produce 

an increased capacity.  

      More recently, spatial positions have been used to achieve the optical multiplexing, based 

on the generation of multifocal arrays, wherein each spatially-separated optical beam is 

encoded with an independent data channel information. To obtain a high quality multifocal 

array, an accurate phase modulation on an optical beam is of paramount importance. Although 

the scalar diffraction theory based modulation methods are the most common for the generation 

of multifocal arrays, these methods neglect the vectorial nature as well as the depolarization 

effect of a light beam and thereby confront difficulties of creating diffraction-limit multifocal 

arrays. On the other hand, the vectorial Debye diffraction theory by completely considering the 

vectorial nature as well as the depolarization effect of a light beam offers a more accurate 

solution to create diffraction-limited multifocal arrays. As such, a two-dimensional (2D) planar 
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multifocal array has been demonstrated for optical multiplexing. Despite that a three-

dimensional (3D) diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal array is more essential for wide-

ranging applications, such as 3D optical data storage, 3D laser printing, and 3D optical imaging, 

current approaches to creating such a 3D volumetric multifocal array suffer from a pronounced 

interlayer crosstalk without considering multilayered optical fields in the entire focal region as 

an entity. 

      In this thesis, we demonstrate the generation of a highly-uniform 3D diffraction-limited 

volumetric multifocal array with minimized interlayer crosstalk, opening the possibility of 

using a 3D volumetric multifocal array for space-division multiplexing. The vectorial Debye 

diffraction theory based 3D Fourier transform method is employed for calculating an accurate 

phase modulation on an Ewald cap, capable of simultaneously considering the light fields 

within the entire 3D focal region. An intensity uniformity of 0.99 over the focal region is 

achieved in the volumetric multifocal array. Moreover, our method allows for dynamic 

compensation of spherical aberration induced by the change of refractive index in some optical 

media. Applying this feature into 3D parallel  aberration-free optical recording reveals a 

significant increase in the throughput by two orders of magnitude. 

      On the other hand, light can selectively interact with anisotropic materials through its 

polarization states, leading to another important optical multiplexing method, namely, 

polarization-division multiplexing. Although multifocal arrays with identical linear or 

cylindrical polarization states have recently been demonstrated, they cannot be used for 

polarization multiplexing, as a simultaneous generation of multiple nonidentical polarization 

states is a necessity to carry on different polarization-coded information. Therefore, it still 

remains a grand challenge to create a  polarization-multiplexed multifocal array with 

individually-manipulable and nonidentical polarization states.  
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      In this thesis, we report on the generation of a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array, 

wherein the polarization state in each focal spot can be individually manipulated on demand. 

We show that arbitrary linear polarization states with a high polarization purity can be created 

by breaking the rotational phase symmetry of an azimuthally-polarized beam through adding a 

π-phase-step with different orientations. Through the superposition of such modulated 

azimuthal polarization fields, multifocal arrays with individually-controllable and nonidentical 

linear polarization states have been achieved. Moreover, with additional phase engineering, 

this approach can be extended to achieve other polarization states including circular, radial and 

azimuthal polarization states. This demonstration advances the multifocal array technique by 

simultaneously allowing for both space- and polarization-division multiplexing, opening new 

perspectives for widespread polarization-sensitive applications, such as polarization imaging, 

polarization-coded data storage, displays, and communications and so on. 

      In addition to the spatial locations  (a multifocal array), angular momentum 

(AM)―including spin angular momentum (SAM) possessed by circularly-polarized light and 

orbital angular momentum (OAM) manifested by the helical wavefront of light―has emerged 

as a new multiplexing approach to high-capacity optical communications ranging from free 

space to optical fibers. In particular, owing to unbounded OAM states, the spatially-orthogonal 

OAM modes for optical multiplexing has recently gained a great deal of interest of optical 

communications community. However, macroscale interference-based detection methods 

through hologram-coding or phase-shifting of OAM-carrying beams have imposed a 

fundamental physical limit for realizing such AM multiplexing concept at a chip-scale footprint. 

     On the other hand, recent advances in nanotechnology, mainly stemming from 

functionalized nanomaterials and powerful nanofabrication tools, have propelled the fusion of 

optical multiplexing and nanophotonics (the study of light at a nanoscale and of its interactions 

with nanostructures) by enabling ultrahigh-capacity information technology. In this context, 
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optical multiplexing has been  realized through nanophotonic platforms in such physical 

properties of light, including polarization, wavelength, mode and lifetime.  However, it still 

remains a compelling challenge to achieve AM multiplexing on-a-chip, due to the lack of 

micro- or nano-structures exhibiting distinctive response to the OAM of light. Even though 

OAM generators mediated by SPPs have been demonstrated either through digitalized 

metasurfaces imprinted with a helical phase gradient or geometric metasurfaces based on the 

spin-orbit interaction, the extrinsic nature of OAM with helical wavefronts restricts its 

detection to a phase-sensitive interference-based method through a holographic metasurface, 

which inevitably degrades the perceptive devices for on-chip applications. 

           In this thesis, we develop an entirely-new concept of  on-chip noninterference AM 

multiplexing of broadband light by employing a series of elaborate nanogrooves and nanoring 

slits on an optically-thin film, leading to a photonic chip capable of parallel processing of AM- 

and wavelength-coded  information. The nanogrooves act as metal-dielectric interfaces to 

convert incident AM-carrying beams (with well-defined SAM and OAM state) into distinctive 

plasmonic AM fields. In addition to the ability of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) conversion, 

nanogrooves can spatially route the coupled plasmonic AM fields to locations of nanoring slits. 

As a result of the noninterference-based distinctive AM sensitivity by the mode-sorting 

nanoring slits, the plasmonic AM modes can be selectively coupled out (transmitted) by the 

slits that have different sizes and spatial locations. Owing to each nanoring slit accommodating 

only one AM field, AM-carrying signals can be spatially separated in the far-field region with 

a high distinguishing fidelity. 

      In our demonstration, the footprint of a chip-scale AM multiplexing unit, so called nanoring 

aperture (NRA), is as small as 4.2 micrometers by 4.2 micrometers. Intriguingly, our 

discovered  noninterference AM selectivity by mode-sorting nanoring slits is intrinsically 

nonresonant, leading to a largely-increased multiplexing capacity in conjunction with the 
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wavelength-division multiplexing. To demonstrate this feature, we show that AM multiplexing 

can be carried out over a bandwidth of 150 nanometers in the visible wavelength range, and 

can  even  be extended to more practical wavelengths for communications, such as 

telecommunication bands ranging from 1.45 micrometers to 1.65 micrometers.  

      In addition, the excellent scalability of our noninterference AM multiplexing concept 

enables us to achieve a large-scale NRA-structured AM multiplexing chip (NAMMC), leading 

to parallel on-chip AM multiplexing of broadband light. To demonstrate the principle,  a 

NAMMC constructed by an array of eight by eight individually-addressable NRA units was 

fabricated  to process the AM- and wavelength-coded information in parallel. In contrast to 

interference-based OAM multiplexing methods relying on a collective phase response to 

retrieve an OAM-coded information by interfering an OAM-carrying beam with a Gaussian 

beam or with a spiral phase plate, each NRA  unit (a single pixel of the NAMMC) can 

independently address multiple AM information channels. As a consequence, twelve AM- and 

wavelength-coded images with four AM states at three wavelengths were experimentally 

reconstructed in parallel by illuminating the NAMMC with dynamically-generated multifocal 

arrays carrying well-defined SAM and OAM states.  

      In summary, we have demonstrated the generation of 3D diffraction-limited volumetric 

multifocal arrays for spatial multiplexing of light with two orders of magnitude increased 

throughput. Moreover, the multifocal array technique has been further advanced by enabling 

an individual manipulation of the polarization state in each focal spot, leading to polarization-

multiplexed multifocal arrays capable of simultaneously processing different polarization-

coded channels. More importantly, we have demonstrated a novel concept of  on-chip 

noninterference AM multiplexing of broadband light, wherein each NRA multiplexing unit is 

with a chip-scale footprint as small as 4.2 micrometers by 4.2 micrometers in which mode-

sorting nanoring slits exhibit a distinctive outcoupling efficiency on tightly confined plasmonic 
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AM modes. The nonresonant mode-sorting sensitivity and scalability of our approach allow a 

photonic chip, NAMMC, for parallel on-chip AM multiplexing over a bandwidth of 150 

nanometers in the visible wavelength range. These unique demonstrations in optical 

multiplexing may open exciting avenues for future ultrahigh-capacity and miniaturized optical 

devices with versatile functionalities, including ultrahigh-definition displaying, ultrahigh-

capacity data storage, ultrahigh-speed communications and highly-sensitive biological sensing. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a background introduction to information optics as well as nanophotonics is 

given in Section 1.1. As one of key aspects of information optics, optical multiplexing is briefly 

introduced in Section 1.2. In particular, optical multiplexing based on multifocal arrays is 

discussed in Section 1.2. Owing to its unbounded orbital angular momentum (OAM) states, 

angular momentum (AM) of light has newly emerged as a novel multiplexing method. As such, 

the physical definitions of the spin angular momentum (SAM) and the OAM are introduced in 

the first part of Section 1.3. Furthermore, the interference-based generation and detection of 

OAM-carrying beams are introduced in the second part of Section 1.3. On the other hand, the 

rapid development of nanotechnology has allowed optical multiplexing to be achieved from 

various miniaturized nanophotonic devices. Hence, the recent progress in optical multiplexing 

through nanophotonic approaches is briefly discussed in Section 1.4.  However, AM 

multiplexing has never been realized in a  nanophotonic system due to  some  fundamental 

challenges which are detailed in Section 1.5. The objectives  and preview of this thesis are 

presented in Section 1.6. 

1.1 Information optics and nanophotonics 

Information  optics―a branch of optics that uses light to transmit, store and process 

information―represents a major step forward in the information technology  over the last 

century. Information optics has played an important role in our daily lives by enabling a wide 

range of versatile optical devices capable of processing of information at the speed of light, 

such as optical fibers  for  communications  [1-3], optical discs for data storage  [4-8], and 

holographic devices for three-dimensional (3D) displays  [9-18]. Unlike their electronic 
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counterparts which can only address electric signals in the temporal domain, optical devices 

can simultaneously process optical signals in both spatial and temporal domains, which has 

significantly improved the flexibility of associated devices for information processing. 

      Despite that information  optics has facilitated a rapid development of  information 

technology, it also confronts many fundamental challenges which consist of the large footprint, 

the low data capacity and the slow data processing speed of the associated optical devices. The 

emerging field of nanophotonics, with an unprecedented control over properties of light at a 

nanoscale, holds promise to circumvent these compelling challenges. In this context, 

nanophotonic approaches have enabled a large number of miniaturized and versatile optical 

devices, such as metamaterial-based superlens  [19, 20], superresolution nanoscopy  [21-29], 

and optical multiplexing devices [30-40]. Therefore, nanophotonic platforms are opening new 

frontiers in information optics, leading to the next generation of miniaturized,  ultrahigh-

capacity and ultrahigh-speed information technology. 

1.2 Optical multiplexing based on multifocal arrays 

In the age of information technology, optical multiplexing by employing physical dimensions 

of light, including space [5, 6, 41-52], frequency [40], brightness [34], polarization [5, 6, 12, 

30-33], wavelength [5, 9, 10, 12, 34-37], mode [38, 53-56], and lifetime [39], has played a 

crucial role in high-definition displays [12-18, 30-32], high-capacity data storage [4-6], high-

speed communications [1-3, 53-56], and highly-sensitive biological sensing [39, 57]. The key 

of optical multiplexing relies on the simultaneous processing of independent and separately-

encoded optical signals. In particular, one approach to achieving the optical multiplexing in the 

spatial domain is based on the generation of multifocal arrays, wherein each optical beam is 

encoded with an independent optical channel information [2, 41-52]. As such, the creation of 
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highly-uniform diffraction-limited multifocal arrays based on an accurate phase modulation 

method is of paramount importance for this type of optical multiplexing. The scalar diffraction 

theory is typically used to create multifocal arrays and the associated optical devices include 

micro-lens arrays  [41], diffractive optical elements such as Dammann arrays  [42-44]  and 

computer generated holograms (CGHs)  [45-51]. However, these optical devices confront 

difficulties of creating diffraction-limited multifocal arrays, due to the scalar diffraction theory 

neglects the vectorial nature as well as the depolarization effect of a light beam.  

      On the other hand, the vectorial Debye diffraction theory [58-60] offers a more accurate 

approach to create diffraction-limited multifocal arrays, since it can completely consider the 

vectorial nature as well as the depolarization effect of an optical beam. As such, a two-

dimensional (2D) planar diffraction-limited multifocal array has been demonstrated for optical 

multiplexing with a largely-increased throughput  [46-48]. However, a 3D volumetric 

diffraction-limited multifocal array is more essential for a wide variety of applications, such as 

3D optical data storage [4-6], 3D laser printing [24-27], and 3D optical imaging [19-23] and 

so on. Even though superposing phase patterns of light fields from multiple discrete 2D focal 

planes provides the possibility to create a volumetric multifocal array, these  methods, 

accompanied with a strong interlayer crosstalk, fail to generate a diffraction-limited volumetric 

multifocal array with a high uniformity. 

      In addition, as one of the most important fundamental dimensions of light, 

polarization―oscillation directions of electric fields of a light beam once propagating―has 

played a crucial role in optical multiplexing. It is therefore expected to further advance the 

multifocal array technique by allowing for an individual  manipulation of the polarization 

property of light in each focal spot, which would open a new perspective of using the multifocal 

array technique for polarization-division multiplexing. To achieve this goal, it is essential to 

create a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array with individually-controlled and 
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nonidentical polarization sates, however, it is still elusive to achieve such a multifocal array so 

far, although multifocal arrays with identical linear or cylindrical polarization states have 

recently been demonstrated [48]. 

1.3 Angular momentum of light and its generation and detection 

based on interference methods 

1.3.1 Angular momentum of light 

It is well known that different types of movement of an object are related to different types of 

momentum: an object moving along a straight trajectory carries linear momentum, an object 

spinning or rotating around an axis carries angular momentum (AM) (Fig. 1.1, A and B). A 

light beam and more generally, an electromagnetic wave,  could also possess AM. In the 

paraxial regime, a light beam carries spin angular momentum (SAM) if the electric field rotates 

along the beam axis (circular polarization states)  (Fig. 1.1, C) and carries orbital angular 

momentum (OAM) if the wave-vector spirals around the optical axis (helical wavefront) (Fig. 

1.1, D). However, under some circumstances (e.g. strongly focused or diverged beams, certain 

plasmonic systems), this distinction between the SAM and the OAM becomes blurred due to 

the pronounced spin-orbit interaction.  

      When a light beam is interacting with an isotropic and homogeneous system, the total AM 

consisted of the SAM and the OAM is a conserved quantity which can be defined as the cross 

product of the position vector r (relative to the beam axis) and the linear momentum vector 

×E B:  

 3
0 ( )drε= × ×∫J r E B                                                           (1.1) 
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Fig. 1.1. Schematic of two types of AM:  (A) a spinning object carrying SAM and (B) an 
orbital rotating object carrying OAM. (C) A circularly-polarized beam carrying SAM of light. 
(D) A light beam with helical wavefront carrying OAM of light. Adapted from Ref. [61]. 
 

where E and B are the vectorial electric and magnetic fields, respectively, 0ε is the vacuum 

permittivity. More recently, the investigation on the OAM of light has received tremendous 

interest,  since a pioneer paper published by Allen et.al in 1992  [62] presented an explicit 

correlation between the OAM and the helical wavefront, leading to the facile generation of 

OAM of light in the laboratory. 

     In the paraxial limit, the total AM of light without external stimuli can result from two 

independent parts: 

J = s + l                                                                     (1.2) 

where s and l represents the SAM and the OAM of light relating to the circular polarization 

and the helical wavefront, respectively. The SAM can only have two states: s=-1ħ and s=+1ħ 

corresponding to the right- and left-handed circularly-polarized light, respectively (Fig. 1.2, A). 

On the other hand, the OAM can have an unbounded set of states characterized by the helical  
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Fig. 1.2. Schematic of the SAM (A) as well as the OAM (B) of light associated with 
circularly-polarized light and helical wavefront, respectively. The helical wavefronts along 
the propagation axis (left column) and the transverse helical wavefronts (middle column), as 
well as the corresponding intensity distributions (right column) of different OAM-carrying 
beams are shown in (B). 
 

wavefront, exp(ilφ), where l is the topological charge with an arbitrary positive or negative 

integer number and φ is the azimuthal angle in the transverse plane (Fig. 1.2, B). 

      Moreover, owing to its unbounded OAM states, OAM of light has recently been regarded 

as a promising candidate for optical multiplexing. The spatially-orthogonal modal basis of 
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OAM states could enable a more efficient multiplexing with a minimized inter-modal crosstalk. 

Considering two different OAM-carrying beams with topological charge of l1 and l2, 

respectively, 

U1=A1(r, z) exp(il1φ)                                                             (1.3) 

U2=A2(r, z) exp(il2φ)                                                             (1.4) 

where r, z, φ refers to the radial, axial and azimuthal coordinate, respectively. The orthogonality 

of these two beams can be evidenced by 

                                 (1.5) 

                                                                                                

As such, different OAM states can be efficiently separated in the OAM multiplexing with a 

diminished inter-modal crosstalk. 

1.3.2 Interference-based generation and detection of orbital angular 

momentum of light 

      More recently, by taking the aforementioned advantages, OAM of light has been employed 

for optical communications in both free-space [53-56] and optical fibers [1, 3]. To generate an 

OAM-carrying beam, a Gaussian beam generally undergoes a phase modulation through a 

spiral phase plate [54] by converting its planar wavefront into a helical one (Fig. 1.3, A). On 

the other hand, to determine an OAM-carrying beam associated with the helical wavefront, a 

double-path interference-based method [1] by interfering an OAM-carrying beam with a 

reference beam carrying either a plane or a spherical wavefront has been used to detect OAM 

states by counting spiral fringes in the interference pattern. Moreover, a single-path 

interference-based method by using a spiral phase plate [54] provides another method to 

determine a given OAM state. As an example, an inverse spiral phase plate (Fig. 1.3, B)  
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Fig. 1.3. Interference-based generation and detection of OAM of light. (A) Generation of 
an information-carrying OAM beam through a spiral phase plate. (B) Detection of an OAM-
carrying signal beam through an inverse spiral phase plate. Adapted from Ref. [54]. 
 

imprinted with an inverse spiral phase gradient can recover the optical signal carried by the 

OAM-carrying beam by converting its helical phase front into a planar one. 

1.4 Optical multiplexing through nanophotonic devices 

Over the last several decades, the advance of strong light-confinement nanophotonic 

approaches has been a major propellant of miniature photonic devices harnessing optical 

multiplexing. As such, compact multiplexing of light has been demonstrated by exploring 

distinctive sensitivities by nanostructures on such physical properties of light as polarization 

[5, 6, 30-33], wavelength [5, 9-12, 34, 35, 37], mode [38], and lifetime [39].  

      First of all, strong polarization sensitivities with respect to linear and circular polarization 

states have been demonstrated through anisotropic plasmonic nanostructures [5, 6] and spin-

rotation-controlled geometric metasurfaces  [30-33, 64], respectively. The exceptional 

polarization sensitivities by these  nanophotonic devices have enabled polarization-division 

multiplexing for wide-ranging applications, including the polarization-coded data storage [5-

8], displays [30-32], and communications [33].   
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      Moreover, nanostructures can also be engineered to yield a sharp wavelength sensitivity 

through the resonant coupling of light into subwavelength surface plasmons. In particular, a 

distinctive wavelength response can result from either localized surface plasmon resonances 

(LSPRs) by tailoring the size and the shape of nanostructures [5, 63] or propagating surface 

plasmon polaritons (SPPs) by arranging nanostructures  into a periodic grating pattern  [36]. 

Applying these prominent wavelength sensitivities into wavelength-division multiplexing 

reveals widespread applications, including the wavelength-coded data storage [5], displays [9-

12, 34, 35], and communications [37], as well as wavelength-sensitive spectrometers [36].  

      Furthermore, despite most of photonic devices operate in a single mode regime, mode-

division multiplexing has recently been demonstrated by engineering propagation constants of 

silicon photonic structures, which allows for high-bandwidth communications [38]. In addition, 

the luminescence lifetime of upconversion nanocrystals with a wide tunable range from 

microsecond to millisecond has recently been used as an additional degree of freedom for 

optical multiplexing [39], leading to the lifetime-encrypted data storage. 

1.5 Challenges of angular momentum multiplexing in 

nanophotonics 

Despite that nanophotonic approaches have already been demonstrated for optical multiplexing 

with the use of the physical properties of light as mentioned in the last section, the 

exponentially-growing demand for ultrahigh-capacity photonic devices has been an impetus to 

prompt researchers to further explore other possibilities of compact optical multiplexing. As 

an independent physical dimension of light, OAM with an unbounded set of states has been 

expected to significantly increase the multiplexing capacity  [1, 54, 61].  Moreover, a recent 
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theoretical study has evidenced that OAM multiplexing outperforms other techniques in terms 

of multiplexing capacity, particularly in nanoscale systems with a small space-bandwidth 

product  [53].  However, interference-based OAM detection, with the use of bulky phase-

sensitive elements for information retrieval from the overall diffracted field, has inevitably 

imposed a fundamental limit toward realizing AM multiplexing at a chip-scale footprint. 

      Even though a phase-sensitive holographic metasurface has recently been demonstrated for 

chip-scale OAM detection at a resonant wavelength  [65], the interference-based operating 

principle restricts its detection only to a single OAM state and hence unable to satisfy with the 

basic multiplexing requirement. Despite  that chip-scale OAM detectors have been 

demonstrated by converting OAM modes carried by photons into SPPs through a plasmonic 

lens  [66] and  plasmonic gratings  [67],  the evanescent nature of SPPs restricts their OAM 

sensitivities to the near-field region wherein a cumbersome and costly near-field scanning 

optical microscopy is inevitably required. Therefore, so far, it still remains a grand challenge 

to achieve AM multiplexing in nanophotonics, although this is of crucial importance for future 

ultrahigh-capacity and integrated devices harnessing AM division. 

1.6 Objectives and preview of this thesis 

The aim of this thesis is to introduce an entirely-new concept of on-chip noninterference AM 

multiplexing of broadband light, offering the possibility of processing of AM- and wavelength-

coded information in parallel. Moreover, we demonstrate the generation of a 3D diffraction-

limited volumetric multifocal array for optical multiplexing in the spatial domain with two 

orders of magnitude increased throughput. In addition, we demonstrate a novel concept of 

individual manipulation of polarization states in multifocal arrays, which further advances the 

multifocal array technique being compatible with polarization-division multiplexing. 
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      In Chapter 2, current approaches to generating multifocal arrays for optical multiplexing 

are introduced in details. As the benchmark of this thesis, OAM multiplexing for both free-

space and optical fibers communications is reviewed. Moreover, the state-of-the-art of optical 

multiplexing based on nanophotonic devices is introduced. In addition, a detailed review of 

recent progress in the development of nanophotonic approaches for AM generation and 

detection is given. In Section 2.1, an outline of Chapter 2 is given. In Section 2.2, generation 

methods of multifocal arrays are reviewed. In Section 2.3, OAM multiplexing in both free-

space and optical fibers is reviewed. In Section 2.4, nanophotonic approaches for optical 

multiplexing by employing such physical dimensions of light as polarization, wavelength, 

mode, and lifetime are reviewed. In Section 2.5, previous efforts on the nanophotonic 

generation and detection of AM of light are reviewed.  In Section 2.6, a brief summary of 

Chapter 2 is presented. 

      In Chapter 3, we demonstrate a novel spatial  multiplexing method by using a 3D 

diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal array based on the vectorial Debye diffraction theory. 

Applying this feature into 3D parallel optical recording reveals a significant increase in 

throughput by two orders of magnitude. Moreover, we demonstrate the generation of a 

polarization-multiplexed multifocal array capable of individually manipulating the polarization 

state in each focal spot, opening the possibility of using multifocal arrays for polarization-

division multiplexing. In Section 3.1, a background introduction and an outline of Chapter 3 

are given. In Section 3.2, we demonstrate the generation of a 3D diffraction-limited volumetric 

multifocal array for 3D parallel optical recording. In Section 3.3, we demonstrate the 

generation of a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array based on a π-phase-step-modulated 

azimuthally-polarized beam. In Section 3.4, we employ the polarization-multiplexed multifocal 

array for polarization-coded data storage, revealing a parallel polarization recording and 

reading. In Section 3.5, conclusions of Chapter 3 are presented. 
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      In Chapter 4, we demonstrate an entirely-new concept of noninterference AM sensitivity 

by mode-sorting nanoring slits, wherein slit  waveguides with different sizes exhibit a 

distinctive outcoupling efficiency on  plasmonic AM modes carried by surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPPs). In Section 4.1, a background introduction and an outline of Chapter 4 are 

given. In Section 4.2, a full-vectorial approach to analysing AM modes supported by nanoring 

slits and carried by SPPs is introduced. In Section 4.3, the AM mode matching between 

waveguide modes in nanoring slits and surface modes carried by SPPs reveals a nonresonant 

mode-sorting AM sensitivity.  In Section 4.4, the noninterference-based distinctive AM 

selectivity by mode-sorting nanoring slits is verified over a broadband light in the visible 

wavelength range. In Section 4.5, a brief summary of Chapter 4 is given. 

      In Chapter 5, we illustrate the concept of chip-scale AM multiplexing based on the spatial 

arrangement of multiple mode-sorting nanoring slits. In Section 5.1, an outline of Chapter 5 is 

given. In Section 5.2, chip-scale AM multiplexing based on two kinds of spatial arrangement 

of mode-sorting nanoring slits is presented. Firstly, we show that different AM modes can be 

distinctively transmitted from concentrically-superposed nanoring slits with different sizes. 

Secondly, we show that the chip-scale AM multiplexing can be carried out by directionally 

coupling different plasmonic AM fields into spatially-shifted nanoring slits. In Section 5.3, a 

four-state AM multiplexing through a nanoring aperture (NRA) unit is demonstrated with a 

negligible crosstalk over a broadband light. In Section 5.4, conclusions of Chapter 5 are given. 

      In Chapter 6, we show the possibility of parallel on-chip noninterference AM multiplexing 

of broadband light. In Section 6.1, a brief outline of Chapter 6 is given. In Section 6.2, the 

operation principle of our parallel on-chip noninterference AM multiplexing is illustrated. In 

Section 6.3, we experimentally fabricate a NRA-structured AM multiplexing chip (NAMMC) 

to achieve on-chip multiplexing of four AM states at three different wavelengths in parallel. In 

Section 6.4, conclusions of Chapter 6 are given. 
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      In Chapter 7, major conclusions of this thesis are presented. Moreover, some perspective 

discussions for the future work are presented. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will review the state-of-the-art of the research work that is highly relevant 

to the study conducted in this thesis. In Section 2.1, a brief outline of this chapter is sketched. 

In Section 2.2, current approaches to generating multifocal arrays for optical multiplexing are 

reviewed. In Section 2.3, a detailed review on the conventional orbital angular momentum 

(OAM) multiplexing in both free space and optical fibers is presented. In Section 2.4, 

nanophotonic approaches of using physical dimensions of light including polarization, 

wavelength, mode and lifetime for optical multiplexing are reviewed. 

      Even though angular momentum (AM) multiplexing has been restricted to bulky phase-

sensitive elements, some previous efforts on the nanophotonic generation and detection of AM 

of light may provide useful insights in the design of nanophotonic devices exhibiting distinctive 

AM sensitivity. As such, a detailed review on spin angular momentum (SAM) sensitivity by 

three-dimensional (3D) (Section  2.5.1) and two-dimensional (2D) (Section 2.5.2) chiral 

nanostructures, as well as by one-dimensional (1D) waveguides (Section 2.5.3) or by achrial 

nanostructures (Section 2.5.4) is provided. Moreover,  nanophotonic  generation of OAM-

carrying beams by using silicon waveguides and digitalized metasurfaces is reviewed (Section 

2.5.5). Additionally, previous attempts of using plasmonic structures for OAM detection are 

reviewed (Section 2.5.6). Finally, in Section 2.6, a brief chapter summary is given.   
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 2.2 Generation of multifocal arrays for optical multiplexing 

Multifocal array technique was originally proposed in direct laser writing to tackle with its 

slow fabrication speed inherent in the highly-sequential laser processing. Instead of using a 

single optical beam, multifocal array can simultaneously process an array of spatially-separated 

and independent optical data channels. To create a multifocal array, an accurate phase 

modulation on an optical beam is of paramount importance. So far, the scalar diffraction theory 

[58-60] based phase modulation is the most common for the generation of multifocal arrays by 

enabling microlens arrays [41], Dammann arrays [42-44] and computer generated holograms 

(CGHs) [45, 50, 51]. Among these optical devices, CGHs offer a more preferable method for 

optical  multiplexing, as CGHs can be implemented through a computer-addressable  spatial 

light modulator (SLM) for a dynamic phase modulation.  

      More specifically, we enumerate three typical methods for the CGHs design for creating 

multifocal arrays, including grating and lens algorithm [49], Fraunhofer diffraction theory [58-

60] based Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm [45], direct binary search algorithm [52]. Firstly, 

grating and lens algorithm has been used for the design of a CGH [49], wherein multiple grating 

and lens phase functions, for laterally and axially shifting focal spots, respectively, are linearly 

superposed at the back aperture plane (BAP) of a focusing lens to create a multifocal array. 

Secondly, Fraunhofer diffraction theory based GS algorithm [45] has been developed to 

iteratively optimise the CGHs to produce a uniform multifocal array in the paraxial regime. 

Thirdly, the direct binary search algorithm  [49] has been used to create a multifocal array, 

despite that this method is intrinsically time consuming due to its less efficient one-way 

iteration. However, aforementioned CGHs confront difficulties of creating diffraction-limit 

multifocal arrays, as these methods originated from the scalar diffraction theory exclusively 

neglect the vectorial nature as well as the depolarization effect of a light beam. 
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Fig. 2.1. Generation of a 2D highly-uniform diffraction-limited planar multifocal array 
for optical multiplexing of light. (A) Schematic of the experimental setup for implementing 
dynamic multifocal arrays for parallel laser writing. M, mirror; PM, phase modulation; BS, 
beamsplitter; DM, dichroic mirror; O, objective; FP, focal plane; BAP, back aperture plane. 
Phase modulation pattern (B) and calculated intensity distribution (C) of a multifocal array are 
shown. Intensity distributions and cross-section plots of a focal spot in the multifocal array (D) 
and of a directly-focused spot without phase modulation (E) are shown. Adapted from Ref. 
[46]. 
 

      On the other hand, the vectorial Debye diffraction theory [58-60] based phase modulation 

by fully considering the vectorial nature as well as the depolarization effect of a light beam has 

recently facilitated the generation of a 2D diffraction-limit planar multifocal array [46-48] (Fig. 

2.1). The key physical step is to use the vectorial Debye diffraction theory, rather than the 

scalar diffraction theory, to calculate the intensity distributions in the focal plane (FP) based 

on the BAP phase. An enlarged focal spot from the array (Fig. 2.1, D) has an identical intensity 

distribution with the focal spot directly calculated using the vectorial Debye diffraction theory 

(Fig. 2.1, E), which indicates that the diffraction-limited condition has been achieved in each 

focal spot in the multifocal array.  

      In the aforementioned methods, intensity of the multifocal array in the FP is used as the 

sole criterion to determine the phase modulation in the BAP. However, it would be interesting 
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to further explore the possibility of controlling other physical properties of light, such as the 

polarization state and the AM state in the multifocal array. As one of its fundamental aspects, 

light can selectively interact with anisotropic materials through its polarization states, which 

provides a basic principle of modern polarization-sensitive devices. In this context, polarization 

microscopy [58-60, 68] capable of manipulating focal polarization states to tailor light-matter 

interactions has enabled a rapid development of polarization-sensitive applications, including 

harmonic generation [69, 70], multi-dimensional optical data storage [5-8], and single molecule 

imaging [71] and so on. Meanwhile, a high-NA lens to focus the polarized beam is essential 

not only for a high resolution governed by the diffraction limit [72] but also for the flexibility 

of focal polarization manipulation [6]. 

       Even though polarization manipulation in multiple diffraction orders through the 

superposition of two orthogonal electric field components using a double-path approach [73-

76]  has tentatively been demonstrated, these Jones calculus based methods with complex 

experimental configurations are only applicable for  low-NA lenses under the paraxial 

approximation. In high-NA cases, the depolarization effect which could affect the spatial 

polarization distribution of polarized illuminating beam in the focal region should be further 

considered and evaluated. Until recently, diffraction-limited multifocal arrays with an identical 

linear [46] or cylindrical [47, 48] polarization state  have been demonstrated. In this 

demonstration, an additional vortex phase (Fig. 2.2, a) was added to the phase modulation (Fig. 

2.2, b) of a multifocal array carrying with left- or right-handed circular polarization state (LCP 

or RCP), as such, the combined phase modulation (Fig. 2.2, c) can result in a multifocal array 

carrying either LCP (Fig. 2.2, d) or RCP vortex beams, respectively, as has been confirmed by 

intensity distributions of the vectorial electric field components of a single focal spot (Fig. 2.2, 

f to h). By superposing the generated LCP and RCP vortex beams, multifocal arrays with radial  
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Fig. 2.2. Generation of diffraction-limited multifocal arrays with identical cylindrical 
polarization states. (a) Vortex phase pattern. (b) The phase modulation for a multifocal array. 
(c) The combined phase modulation. (d) Intensity distribution of a multifocal array carrying 
LCP vortex beams. (e to h) Enlarged intensity distributions of a single focal spot in the 
multifocal array and of its electric field components. (i to t) The counterparts of (c to h) but 
with the radial (i to n) and the azimuthal (o to t) polarization state, respectively. Adapted from 
Ref. [48]. 
 

(Fig. 2.2, i to n) and azimuthal (Fig. 2.2, o to s) polarization states can be created, which has 

been confirmed by an enlarged focal spot (Fig. 2.2, k to n, and q to t). 
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2.3 Orbital angular momentum multiplexing in free space and 

optical fibers 

Over the past two decades, the emerging OAM study has provided new insights into many 

fundamental phenomena such as the spin-Hall effect [64, 77-80], the rotational Doppler effect 

[81, 82], and the slow-light effect [83] and so on. What is significant of OAM of light is not 

just the new phenomena it has brought, but also its crucial role in wide-ranging applications, 

including optical communications [1, 54-56], optical trapping [84], quantum entanglement [85, 

86], superresolution [21, 24-29] and so on. Owing to its physically-unbounded OAM states, 

OAM of light has recently been employed as a new degree of freedom for optical multiplexing 

for both free-space  [54-56] and optical fibers  [1] communications. To achieve the OAM 

multiplexing, an unambiguous measurement of OAM-carrying signals is essential. Typically, 

phase-sensitive elements, such as SLMs, are employed to determine OAM states in the 

conventional OAM multiplexing [1, 54-56, 61, 87-89].  

      Here we review a recent work in the free-space OAM multiplexing [54]. To demonstrate 

the OAM multiplexing, four Gaussian beams carrying independent channels of data 

information (Data 1X, Data 2X, Data 3X, Data 4X) are transformed into four OAM-carrying 

beams (OAM1, OAM2, OAM3, OAM4) for multiplexing by adding spiral phase plates with 

different topological charges (l0=+4, +8, -8, +16) (Fig. 2.3, left panel). Upon propagation, the 

intensity profiles of these OAM-carrying beams develop doughnut shapes, consisting of bright 

rings with dark centres. To further increase the multiplexing capacity, polarization-division 

multiplexing has been added, as such, four more independent channels of data information 

(Data  1Y, Data 2Y, Data 3Y, Data 4Y) can be coded onto the same OAM-carrying beams 

(OAM1, OAM2, OAM3, OAM4) but with an orthogonal polarization state. As a result, eight  
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Fig. 2.3. OAM multiplexing in free-space. Schematic of multiplexing and demultiplexing of 
OAM-carrying beams in conjunction with polarization-division multiplexing. Adapted from 
Ref. [54]. 
 

independent data  channels  were multiplexed (Fig. 2.3, middle panel). To demultiplex the 

OAM-carrying information of interest, spiral phase plates with inverse topological charges 

(l0=-4, -8, +8, -16) were used to remove the helical phases in the corresponding OAM-carrying 

beams, due to the conservation of total angular momentum. The demultiplexed beams with 

solid intensity spots are separable from other decoded beams with doughnut shapes (Fig. 2.3, 

right panel).    

      Although spiral phase plates (Fig. 2.4, A) are the most common for the OAM multiplexing, 

the power-splitting arrangement of multiple spiral phase plates to distinguish different OAM-

carrying signals inevitably degrades the perspective  device with an  appreciable power loss. 

Instead of using multiple spiral phase plates for OAM multiplexing, recent reports [55, 87-89] 

have demonstrated that multiple OAM states can be simultaneously detected through the phase-

shifting of OAM-carrying beams by transferring helical wavefronts into linear phase changes.  
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Fig. 2.4. OAM multiplexing either through a power-splitting arrangement of multiple 
spiral wave plates or through a power-effective phase-sensitive element for the angular-
to-linear coordinate transformation.  (A) Schematic of the power-splitting OAM 
multiplexing based on multiple spiral wave plates. (B) Schematic of the power-efficient OAM 
multiplexing based on the angular-to-linear coordinate transformation. Adapted from Ref. [55]. 
 

This method offers a new path of the OAM detection without requiring the power-splitting 

arrangement. As such, this power-effective OAM detection method has recently been applied 

for free-space OAM multiplexing [55], wherein OAM-carrying signals can be simultaneously 

distinguished from their OAM-dependent shifting in the lateral direction (Fig. 2.4, B). 

      As a ground-breaking work in the OAM multiplexing, OAM has recently been proved to 

be a useful degree of freedom of light for information multiplexing in optical fibers [1]. This 

demonstration of OAM multiplexing in optical fibers has received a tremendous interest, as 

OAM-carrying beams were previously considered to be completely unstable and thereby 

unable to transport data in optical fibers [1]. The concept of OAM multiplexing in optical fibers 

is illustrated in Fig. 2.5, A, wherein  a specially-designed microring fiber with a circular 

symmetry (Fig. 2.5, B) is a key enabler for this demonstration, which allows for a stable 

multiplexing of OAM-carrying beams with a minimized inter-modal crosstalk upon a long  
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Fig.  2.5. OAM multiplexing in optical fibers. (A) The concept of OAM multiplexing in 
optical fibers. (B) Microscope image of the vortex fiber facet. (C) Measured fiber refractive 
index and numerically calculated mode profiles. (D) Measured (open circles) and numerically 
calculated (solid lines) effective index differences (Δneff) of the modes of TE01, OAM and TM01 
with respect to the fundamental mode (LP01±). (E) Intensity of LP01± and OAM channel outputs 
(first row). Interference patterns between a reference beam and the OAM modes with l0=+1 
and l0=-1, respectively (middle row). Intensity and phase of an OAM mode with l0=+1 after 
demultiplexing. Adapted from Ref. [1]. 
 

distance propagation up to 1.1 km. The index profile of the vortex fiber (Fig. 2.5, C) has a 

characteristic high-index ring that serves to lift the debilitating near-degeneracy between the 

OAM modes and parasitic transverse magnetic (TM01) and transverse electric (TE01) modes 

which are responsible for modal coupling in the conventional fibers. Effective index 

differences of theses modes with respect to fundamental modes (LP01±) have been calculated 

(Fig. 2.5, D), suggesting that OAM states can be preserved in the vortex fiber. After 1.1 km of 

propagation, the vortex fiber output has been imaged onto a camera when only one OAM 

channel was enabled at a time (Fig. 2.5, E, first row). To reveal helical wavefronts of output 

beams, their interference patterns with a reference beam were recorded (Fig. 2.5, E, second 

row). The corkscrew spiral patterns clearly indicate that OAM states can be properly 

maintained in the vortex fiber. In addition, an OAM-carrying  data channel can be 
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demultiplexed through a spiral phase plate to convert the OAM-carrying beam back into a 

Gaussian beam with a planar wavefront (Fig. 2.5, E, third row) and subsequently detected by 

means of the spatial filtering. 

2.4 Optical multiplexing based on nanophotonic approaches 

Recent advance in nanotechnology has been a major propellant of miniaturized nanophotonic 

devices to harness the optical multiplexing, opening new frontiers in wide-ranging applications 

in information optics. Thus far, optical multiplexing has been realized through the deterministic 

sensitivities by nanostructures on such physical dimensions of light as polarization, wavelength, 

mode and lifetime. 

1) Polarization-division multiplexing 

In the past two decades, both the linear and the circular polarization have been employed for 

optical multiplexing, with the use of a distinctive sensitivity by anisotropic nanostructures on 

the linear polarization [5, 6] and of spin-rotation-controlled geometric metasurfaces on the 

circular polarization [30-32], respectively. 

      In the first place, let us look upon optical multiplexing of linear polarization states through 

plasmonic properties exhibited by noble metallic nanoparticles. The excitation of their 

localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) can result in greatly-enhanced electric fields 

near the nanoparticles surfaces [5, 63]. More intriguingly, LSPRs of elongated metallic 

nanoparticles (e.g. gold nanorods) are inherently anisotropic by simultaneously allowing for a 

transverse and a longitudinal LSPRs mode (Fig. 2.6, A). For instance, a gold nanorod with a 

long axis length of 25 nm and a short axis length of 7.5 nm exhibits a strong polarization  
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Fig. 2.6. Linear polarization multiplexing of light based on anisotropic gold nanorods. (A) 
Schematic of electron oscillations near the surface of a single gold nanorod under the 
longitudinal (top) and transverse (bottom) plasmon resonances, respectively. (B) Absorption 
cross-section of a gold nanorod with its longitudinal and transverse axis aligned to the linear 
polarization of the excitation light. (C) Schematic of photothermal reshaping of a gold nanorod. 
(D) Scattering cross-section spectra of a gold nanorod before (green curve) and after (blue 
curve) irradiation with a laser for the photothermal reshaping. Inset: SEM image of the nanorod 
before (green) and after (blue) laser irradiation, scale bar is 50 nm. (E) Demonstration of 
polarization-coded multidimensional data storage. Adapted from Ref. [5, 6]. 
 

dependence with a sharp longitudinal resonance around 800 nm and a relatively-weak and flat 

transverse resonance (Fig. 2.6, B).  

      Moreover, under the LSPRs condition, free electron oscillations can increase the 

temperature of the nanorod as well as of its surrounding dielectric, photothermal reshaping can 

be triggered once the temperature is above a given threshold, and subsequently, the particle 

undergoes shape transitions [5] (Fig. 2.6, C). Hence, the LSPRs can be optically tailored 
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through the photothermal reshaping of nanorods (Fig. 2.6, D), laying the foundation of the 

polarization-division multiplexing in the multi-dimensional data storage. In an assembly of 

anisotropic gold nanorods with various orientations, multiple optical information encoded in 

different linear polarization states can be recorded, wherein each linear polarization state can 

selectively interact with certain gold nanorods with orientations close to the linear polarization 

state. Moreover, the recorded polarization information cannot be retrieved without a pre-

knowledge of the linear polarization key [6] (Fig. 2.6, E). 

      On the other hand, a light beam can also carry a circular polarization state upon propagation 

in which the electric field of light waves does not change strength but only changes direction 

in a rotary manner. As mentioned in the last chapter (Section 1.3.1), circular polarization can 

be referred to as left- and right-handed circular polarization states, depending on the direction 

in which the electric field vector rotates, corresponding to SAM states of s=+1 and s=-1, 

respectively. Most recently, optical multiplexing of circularly-polarized beams has been 

achieved through spin-rotation-controlled geometric metasurfaces [30-32], governed by the 

spin-orbit interaction.  

      To realize a geometric metasurface, an understanding of an interplay between the SAM and 

the OAM in an anisotropic and inhomogeneous medium is of crucial importance. As an 

example of spin-orbit interactions, the photonic spin-Hall effect associated with the symmetry-

breaking displacement of circular polarization states has attracted a great deal of interest in 

recent years [64, 77-80]. In general, the photonic spin-Hall effect can be originated either from 

the trajectory evolution [77, 78] or the spatially-variant manipulation [30-32, 64] of circularly-

polarized light. In the latter case, a spin-dependent geometric phase, so called Pancharatnam–

Berry phase, can be acquired by designing an evolving route of the polarization manipulation 

on the Poincaré sphere [90, 91]. As such, the photonic spin-Hall effect has recently been 

observed not only in a curved chain structure constructed by isotropic circular cells [64] (Fig.  
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Fig. 2.7. Circular polarization multiplexing of light based on geometric metasurfaces. (A) 
SEM image of a curved plasmonic chain with locally-isotropic nanorings patterned in a half-
circular shape. (B) The circular polarization-dependent momentum deviation of the plasmonic 
structure in (A). The red and blue lines stand for incident right- and left-handed circularly-
polarized light, respectively. (C) SEM image of a plasmonic chain with locally-anisotropic 
nanorods whose orientations are varied linearly along the x axis. (D) The circular polarization-
dependent momentum deviation of the plasmonic structure in (C). The red and blue lines stand 
for incident right- and left-handed circularly-polarized light, respectively. (E) A false-coloured 
SEM image of four pixels of a circular polarization-coded hologram on a geometric 
metasurface. Each pixel consists of two parts: in purple, those that impart the required phase 
map for letter “L” and in green, those for the phase map for letter “R”. (F) Images in the +1 
diffraction order generated by the hologram under the incident circular polarization state with 
the left (left part) and the right (right part) handedness. Adapted from Ref. [32, 64]. 
 

2.7, A) but also in a straight line structure comprising rotated rectangular cells [64] (Fig. 2.7, 

C). Owing to birefringent rectangular cells capable of locally manipulating the polarization of 

incident circularly-polarized beams, inverse geometric phases can be induced by illuminating 

circular polarization states with a different handedness, leading to a spin-dependent spatial 

shifting of SAM-carrying beams towards different directions (Fig. 2.7, B and D). Moreover, 

based on this spin-rotation-controlled geometric phase, a metasurface hologram [32] (Fig. 2.7,  
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Fig. 2.8. Wavelength multiplexing of light based on scattering nanoparticles. (A) 
Normalized extinction spectra of gold nanorods with different aspect ratios. Insets show 
transmission electron micrographs of gold nanorods with certain aspect ratios. Scale bars, 50 
nm. (B) Transmission electron micrograph of dispersed gold nanorods with different aspect 
ratios. (C) Wavelength-coded optical recording and readout. These images were recorded and 
retrieved at three different wavelengths. Adapted from Ref. [5]. 
 

E) has recently been contrived for reconstructing spin-dependent holographic images (Fig. 2.7, 

F). 

2) Wavelength-division multiplexing 

Wavelength of light, with its visible colour range from 400 nm to 700 nm, has created a 

colourful and vivid world for us. More recently, wavelength domain has also been employed 

for optical multiplexing, and here we enumerate three different concepts for wavelength-

division multiplexing, based on scattering [5, 10] and photoemission [35] properties of 

nanoparticles, as well as linear momentum matching nanogratings [36]. 

      First of all, we show that nanoscale wavelength sensitivity can be realized by exploring the 

scattering property of nanoparticles. In particular, noble metallic nanoparticles can be 

engineered to exhibit a prominent wavelength sensitivity [5, 63]. The excitation of their LSPRs 

results in a tight confinement of electromagnetic waves near the nanoparticles. As such, a 

narrow-band spectral sensitivity can be obtained by tailoring the geometry and the material  
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Fig. 2.9. Wavelength multiplexing of light based on the photoemission property  of 
nanoparticles.  (A) Schematic of the experimental setup for 3D full-colour display. Inset: 
design of core-shell nanoparticles capable of emitting tunable colours when irradiated with 
different lasers. (B) Wavelength-coded luminescence images generated in an assembly of full-
colour nanocrystals. (C) Monochromatic colour displays generated by a combination of three 
nanocrystals featuring red/green/blue monochromatic emissions. Adapted from Ref. [35]. 
 

composition of nanoparticles [63]. For instance, gold nanorods exhibit a distinctive spectral 

sensitivity depending on their aspect ratios (Fig. 2.8, A). An assembly of nanorods with 

different aspect ratios (Fig. 2.8, B) has been used to achieve wavelength-coded multi-

dimensional data storage [5] (Fig. 2.8, C).   

      Moreover, wavelength-division multiplexing can also be achieved by engineering 

photoemission properties of nanoparticles. It has been shown that the photoemission spectrum 
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of a core-shell nanoparticle (inset of Fig. 2.9, A) can be finely tailored in the full-colour range 

by a pulse-width-modulated excitation beam [35]. The green/red emission ratio can be 

precisely controlled by using a pulsed laser with different pulse widths (Fig. 2.9, A). In the 

meantime, a dominant blue emission can be excited with a continuous-wave laser (Fig. 2.9, A). 

This exceptional photoemission behaviour of core-shell nanoparticles opens a new perspective 

of wavelength-division multiplexing by enabling the display of wavelength-coded images (Fig. 

2.9, B) as well as of arbitrary monochromatic colours on demand (Fig. 2.9, C).     

 

 

Fig. 2.10. Wavelength multiplexing of light based on linear momentum matching 
nanogratings. (A) Sketch of spatial filtering of wavelengths of the incoming white light 
through three overlapping bull’s eye nanostructures. The different colours are separated as they 
effectively couple to different nanogratings and are redirected towards three distinct 
photodetectors through nanoapertures in the metallic film. (B) SEM image of the wavelength 
multiplexing device. (C) Transmission spectra measured at photodetectors underneath the 
nanoapertures. Bold lines correspond to separated bull’s eye structures. Dashed lines, dash-
dotted lines and dotted lines correspond to an overlap of 44%, 77% and 88%, respectively. 
Adapted from Ref. [36]. 
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     In addition, a distinctive spectral sensitivity can also be obtained based on a collective 

excitation of SPPs by designing linear momentum matching nanogratings [36]. Owing the 

linear momentum (wavenumber) matching between the exciting photons and the coupled SPPs, 

a greatly-enhanced excitation of SPPs can be attained at the resonant wavelength. More 

intriguingly, it has been demonstrated that this resonantly-enhanced SPPs could eventually 

facilitate a significantly-increased optical transmission from a subwavelength hole with orders 

of magnitude greater than predicted by the standard aperture theory [92, 93], and this 

phenomenon is known as extraordinary optical transmission. As such, a miniature spectrometer 

(Fig. 2.10, A and B), with the use of three overlapped wavelength sensitive nanogratings, has 

recently been designed for an extraordinary transmission of red/green/blue three colours [36] 

(Fig. 2.10, C).  

3) Mode-division multiplexing 

Mode-division multiplexing, with the use of spatial modes supported by waveguides to 

simultaneously transmit and process multiple optical signals, offers an additional degree of 

freedom for optical multiplexing. An obvious application of interest for mode-division 

multiplexing is on-chip and off-chip high-bandwidth interconnects. With the rapid 

development of nanotechnology, mode-division multiplexing has recently been demonstrated 

through engineering propagation constants of photonic waveguides [38] (Fig. 2.11, A). For 

instance, the large tuning range of effective index of a silicon waveguide can be achieved to 

support the transmission of different transverse electric modes [38] (Fig. 2.11, B). 

Consequently, a compact platform for mode-division multiplexing in conjunction with 

wavelength-division multiplexing has been demonstrated for high-bandwidth communications 

[38] (Fig. 2.11, C). 
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Fig. 2.11. Mode-division multiplexing based on silicon waveguides. (A) Simulated effective 
index of spatial modes in waveguides with different widths at the wavelength of 1550 nm. (B) 
Selective coupling of a single-mode microring resonator to specific spatial modes in the 
multimode waveguides. The upper insets show the selective coupling of each multiplexer (TE0, 
TE1 and TE2). (C) Microscope image of the fabricated device (scale bar: 100 μm). Inset: SEM 
image of a heater to tune each individual microring resonator (scale bar: 10 μm). Adapted from 
Ref. [38]. 
 

4) Lifetime-division multiplexing 

As an independent degree of freedom of light, luminescent lifetime of nanocrystals has recently 

been exploited to achieve a novel concept of lifetime-division multiplexing [39]. A tunable 

lifetime of upconversion nanocrystals has been realized by tailoring doping concentrations of 

sensitizer Yb3+ and blue-emitting Tm3+ ions at a stepwise manner. As such, the doping-

controlled luminescent lifetime of nanocrystals ranging from 48 μs (4 mol% Tm) to 668 μs (0.2 

mol% Tm) has been demonstrated (Fig. 2.12, A). Moreover, a matrix of nanocrystals with Yb : 

Tm ratios of 20 : 4, 20 : 1 and 20 : 0.5 (mol% : mol%) corresponding to distinct lifetimes of 52 

μs, 159 μs and 455 μs, respectively, has been prepared for lifetime multiplexing (Fig. 2.12, B). 

Owing to the distinctive luminescence lifetimes of nanocrystals, lifetime-coded images can be 

individually decoded by a time-resolved scanning cytometry (Fig. 2.12, C). 
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Fig. 2.12. Lifetime multiplexing of light based on  varying-doped upconversion 
nanocrystals. (A) Lifetime tuning scheme and time-resolved confocal images for NaYF4 : Yb, 
Tm upconversion nanocrystals. The nanocrystals in the images from left to right have Tm 
doping concentrations of 4, 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.2 mol%, respectively, as well as 20 mol% Yb 
dopants. (B) The synthesized monodispersed Tm upconversion nanocrystals can be embedded 
into the shell of porous microspheres as the lifetime multiplexing suspension arrays. (C) 
Demonstration of lifetime-coded document security. Three overlapping patterns are printed 
with different Tm nanocrystals concentrations (CYb : CTm) of 20 : 4 for the ‘Macquarie 
University’ logo, of 20 : 1 for the Sydney Opera House image, and of 20 : 0.5 for the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge image. Scale bars: 5 mm. Adapted from Ref. [39]. 
 

2.5 Nanophotonic generation and detection of angular momentum 

of light 

The  advances in nanotechnology have propelled a rapid development of nanophotonics by 

enabling an unprecedented control over properties of light at a nanoscale, opening exciting  
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Fig.  2.13. SAM sensitivity by 3D chiral nanostructures. A Broadband CD has been 
demonstrated by 3D gold helix metamaterials (A), 3D gyroid photonic crystals (B), and 3D 
twisted-rod metasurfaces (C), respectively. The SEM images (top row) of these 3D chiral 
nanostructures as well as their transmission spectra (bottom row) irradiated by left- and right-
handed circularly-polarized light are shown. Adapted from Ref. [95-97]. 
 

avenues for photonic devices with versatile functionalities. More recently, an emerging field 

of nanophotonic manipulation of AM of light has received a great deal of interest. As we stated 

in the last chapter (Section 1.6), the primary objective of this thesis is to develop an entirely-

new concept of on-chip noninterference AM multiplexing. In order to achieve this goal, we 

have carried out a detailed review on recent progress in nanophotonic manipulation of AM of 

light, in particular, we mainly focus on the generation and detection of AM of light. We will 

manage our review as follows: SAM sensitivity by 3D (Section 2.5.1) and 2D (Section 2.5.2) 

chiral nanostructures as well as by 1D waveguides (Section 2.5.3), SAM sensitivity by achrial 

nanostructures (Section 2.5.4), OAM generation by silicon waveguides and digitalized 

metasurfaces (Section 2.5.5), and OAM detection by plasmonic structures (Section 2.5.6). 

2.5.1 Spin angular momentum sensitivity by 3D chiral nanostructures  

Circularly-polarized light has its instant electric field vector directed along a helical trajectory 

and therefore inherently possesses a chirality. As such, circularly-polarized light incident on a 

metallic nanoparticle causes a counter propagating “plasmonic helix” with its direction depends 

on the handedness of circularly-polarized light. If the nanoparticle is itself chiral (structures 
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cannot be superimposed with their own mirror images), the “plasmonic helix” caused by the 

circularly-polarized light would either match the structure or not, depending on its handedness. 

As a result, for three-dimensional (3D) chiral nanostructures, a surface plasmon resonance will 

occur only for one direction of circularly-polarized light. Hence, left- and right-handed 

circularly-polarized light, corresponding to SAM of s=+1 and s=-1, respectively, interact 

differently with the 3D chiral nanostructures.  

      Circular dichroism (CD) is the differential response to left- and right-handed circularly-

polarized light, and miniature nanophotonic devices composed of 3D chiral nanostructure units, 

including cholesteric liquid crystals [94], helical metamaterials [95] (Fig. 2.13, A), gyroid 

photonic crystals [96] (Fig. 2.13, B), and twisted metasurfaces [97, 98] (Fig. 2.13, C), have 

been used to achieve the CD over broadband light. 

 

 

Fig. 2.14. SAM-dependent direction coupling of SPPs by 2D chiral nanostructures. (A) 
The schematic of the SAM sensitive by chiral nanoaperture arrays (inset). (B) SEM image of 
the structure. (C to E) Near-field scanning optical microscopy images of the structure under 
normal illumination by linearly-polarized light (C), right-handed (D) and left-handed (E) 
circularly-polarized light. Adapted from Ref. [101]. 
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Fig. 2.15. SAM-dependent optical transmission through nanoapertures enclosed by 2D 
spiral nanogratings. (A) Light transmission measured for the illuminations of right- and left-
handed circularly-polarized light and linearly-polarized light, respectively. (B) SEM image of 
the structure. (C) Spectral transmission enhancement for right- (red line) and left-handed (blue 
line) circularly-polarized light, respectively. Adapted from Ref. [104]. 
 

2.5.2 Spin angular momentum sensitivity by 2D chiral nanostructures 

Unlike the CD demonstrated by 3D chiral nanostructures [94-98], 2D chiral nanostructures [77, 

99-104] patterned across a flat surface can also be employed  to  achieve a strong SAM 

sensitivity  without  requiring a volumetric propagation of light. The essence of this SAM 

sensitivity lies in the design of planar chiral nanostructures  to  couple  the incident circular 

polarization states into distinctive SPPs flows. For instance, a metasurface device  [101] 

consisted of rectangle  nanoaperture arrays has recently been demonstrated  to  exhibit 

unidirectional coupling of circularly-polarized beams with the direction of coupled SPPs flows 

determined by the handedness of the circular polarization (Fig. 2.14). Moreover, owing to the 

spin-orbit interaction in the SPPs coupling, SAM-carrying beams (circularly-polarized beams) 

can be coupled to different plasmonic AM fields by spiral nanogratings, leading to the SAM-

dependent optical transmission [104] (Fig. 2.15).  
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Fig. 2.16. SAM-dependent directional SPPs excitation with a 1D nanoslit waveguide. (A) 
Schematics of the experiment. A plane wave is incident at a nearly-grazing angle (70 degree) 
onto a nanoslit in a metal film. (B) SEM of the nanoslit. (C) Measured SPPs leakage radiation 
collected from the sample for different polarization states of the illuminating light. (D) 
Experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) dependences of the intensity of left and 
right excited SPPs on the polarization of the illuminating light. Adapted from Ref. [105]. 
 

2.5.3 Spin angular momentum sensitivity by 1D waveguides 

In addition to the aforementioned SAM sensitivities by 3D [94-98] and 2D [77, 99-104] chiral 

nanostructures, recent years saw the possibility of producing SAM sensitivity by even simpler 

1D waveguide  nanostructures  [105, 106]. For example, the near-field interference of a 

circularly-polarized dipole can result in the unidirectional excitation of guided electromagnetic 

mode [105]. As such, by mimicking this circularly-polarized dipole with a single illuminated 

slit in a gold film, the SAM-dependent unidirectional SPPs coupling in the slit waveguide has 

been demonstrated [105] (Fig. 2.16). As another example, owing to the spin-orbit interaction, 

the mirror symmetry of scattered waves can be broken by illuminating a gold nanoparticle with 

circularly-polarized beams  [106]. As such, the SAM-dependent scattering has been 

demonstrated by using a silica nanofiber waveguide to collect the scattered waves from a gold 

nanoparticle  [106] (Fig. 2.17). In this demonstration, the handedness of  incident circularly-

polarized beams determines the propagation direction of scattered waves in the waveguide. 
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Fig. 2.17. SAM-dependent directional scattering of light with a nanoparticle on the 
surface of a 1D nanofiber waveguide. (A) Schematic of a single nanoparticle on a silica 
nanofiber surface illuminated by circularly-polarized light propagating in x direction. The light 
scattered into the nanofiber is detected at the left and right fiber output ports. (F) SEM image 
of the nanofiber and nanoparticle. (G) Measured photon fluxes at the left (blue circles) and 
right (purple squares) fiber output ports as a function of the angle of the quarter wave plate. 
The measured photon fluxes at the left (yellow diamonds) and right (green triangles) outputs 
without the nanoparticle are also shown, scaled up by a factor of 10. Adapted from Ref. [106]. 
 

2.5.4 Spin angular momentum sensitivity by achiral nanostructures 

Although SAM sensitivity has generally been achieved by 3D [94-98] and 2D [77, 99-104] 

chiral nanostructures without a mirror symmetry, achiral nanostructures [64, 107-110] which 

can superimpose with their mirror images have opened new perspectives for realizing a strong 

CD. Here we review four different concepts of using achiral nanostructures for a distinctive 

SAM sensitivity.       

      Firstly, an extrinsic chirality can be introduced by tilting nanostructures out of their 

symmetry axes with respect to the light incidence plane [107]. Owing to the asymmetric nature 

of the coupled SPPs by a tilted illumination, a planar array of achiral circular nanoholes exhibit 

a strong CD in the visible wavelength range [107] (Fig. 2.18, A). 
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Fig. 2.18. SAM sensitivity based either on  a tilted or an OAM illumination on achiral 
nanostructures. (A) SAM sensitivity based on a tilted illumination. Schematic of the 
experiment (top) and the measured CD spectra for different incident angles (bottom) are shown. 
(B) OAM-induced SAM sensitivity. Schematic of the experiment (top left) and the SEM image 
of the nanoaperture (top right) as well as the measured CD results as a function of the size of 
the nanoaperture (bottom) are shown. l0 is the topological charge of an OAM-carrying beam. 
Adapted from Ref. [107, 108]. 
 
 

      Moreover, an extrinsic chirality can be introduced by impinging an OAM-carrying beam 

with a helical wavefront [108]. A strong CD has been demonstrated through a single achiral 

circular nanoaperture even under the normal incidence of the OAM-carrying beam. Owing to 

the spin-orbit interaction in a tightly-focused beam [108, 111], the spin symmetry of circularly-

polarized beams can be broken, with a dominant transmission of only one circular polarization 

from the nanoaperture (Fig. 2.18, B). As an example, for a nanoaperture with a given size, the 

CD was very close to zero when the incident beam was a Gaussian beam (l0=0), however, the 

CD up to 0.9 was obtained when OAM-carrying beams with topological charge of l0=-1 and 

+1 were used. 

      In addition, an achiral geometric metasurface [64, 109, 110] can embrace a SAM-dependent 

shifting, which sheds light on the nature of the spin-orbit interaction. For instance, the SAM- 
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Fig. 2.19. SAM sensitivity based on spin-orbit interactions in achiral nanostructures. (A) 
Near-field SAM-dependent directional SPPs coupling arising from the spin-orbit interaction. 
SEM image of the achiral semi-circular nanogratings (top) as well as simulated (bottom left) 
and measured (bottom right) SPPs focal spots for different SAM states are shown. (B) Far-field 
SAM-distinguishing beamsplitter arising from the spin-orbit interaction. Schematic of the 
experiment (top left) as well as the SEM image of nanofin-based achiral geometric metasurface 
(top right) are shown. The measured focal spots for linearly-polarized light (bottom first row), 
left- (bottom second row) and right-handed (bottom third row) circularly-polarized light are 
shown, respectively. Adapted from Ref. [109, 110]. 
 

dependent displacement of coupled SPPs flows by achiral semi-circular nanogratings has been 

demonstrated in the near-field region [109] (Fig. 2.19, A). Owing to the spin-orbit interaction 

in the SPPs coupling, the phase difference between the two SAM states can lead to distinctive 

SPPs flows constructively coupled at different lateral locations. Furthermore, a geometric 

phase can  also be imparted through  the spatially-variant polarization manipulation of the 

circularly-polarized light [110]. As an example, an achiral geometric metasurface (Fig. 2.19, 

B) patterned with dielectric birefringent nanofins exhibits SAM distinguishing capability by 

deflecting left- and right-handed circularly-polarized beams into different diffraction orders in 

the far-field region [110]. 
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Fig. 2.20. OAM  generation  through silicon waveguide based WGMs resonators. (A) 
Schematic of a vortex emitter. (B and C) SEM images of the fabricated device. (D) Radiation 
spectrum for a vortex emitter measured by scanning input laser wavelength. (E) Interference 
patterns of the generated OAM-carrying beams with left- and right-handed circularly-polarized 
reference beams. 
 

2.5.5 OAM generation by silicon waveguides and digitalized metasurfaces 

As one of fundamental physical dimensions of light, OAM of light manifested by the helical 

wavefront has played a crucial role in both classical and quantum optics. In the meantime, the 

continuous trend towards miniaturization has generated considerable interest in the 

development of compact photonic devices harnessing OAM of light for wide-ranging 

applications. In this context, a variety of nanophotonic devices have recently been devised for 

the generation of OAM-carrying beams  [112-122], including silicon waveguide-based 

whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators  [112-115], scattering-based digitalized 

metasurfaces [116], and geometric metasurfaces [117-122].  

     First of all, silicon-integrated vortex emitters [113] (Fig. 2.20, A), with the use of resonant 

angular gratings (Fig. 2.20, B and C), have been demonstrated to be able to extract the OAM  
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Fig. 2.21. OAM generation through a scattering based digitalized metasurface. (A) SEM 
image of the digitalized metasurface. (B) Zoom-in view of the centre part of (A). (C) Measured 
far-field intensity distribution of the generated OAM-carrying beam. (D) Measured 
interference pattern of the generated OAM-carrying beam with a Gaussian beam.  

 

mode confined in the WGM into the free space with well-controlled OAM states (Fig. 2.20, D 

and  E). Most recently, an OAM micro-laser  [114] supporting WGMs has also  been 

demonstrated on a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor compatible platform, capable 

of OAM lasing with tunable topological charges. 

      Moreover, a digitalized metasurface [116], based on scattering phase shifting elements, has 

been used to generate OAM-carrying beams by patterning the resonant phase shifters into a 

spiral phase gradient. As an example, a metasurface device [116] imprinted with a spiral phase 

gradient (Fig. 2.21, A and B) was fabricated to create a vortex beam. The generated OAM-

carrying beam has a doughnut-shaped intensity distribution in the transverse plane (Fig. 2.21, 

C), and the helical  wavefront of the created beam was revealed by interfering it with a co-

propagating Gaussian beam (Fig. 2.21, D). 
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Fig. 2.22. OAM generation through a geometric metasurface based on the spin-orbit 
interaction. (A) Schematic of the spin-orbit interaction in a geometric metasurface. (B) SEM 
images of the fabricated geometric metasurface consisting of an array of inhomogeneous L-
shaped gold nanoantennas. (C) Measured intensity distributions and interference patterns of 
the generated OAM-carrying beam.  

 

      In addition, geometric metasurfaces based on the spin-orbit interaction have emerged as a 

new path for the generation of OAM-carrying beams  [117-122]. For instance, a geometric 

metasurface [118] imprinted with rotationally-symmetric nanoantennas has been designed (Fig. 

2.22,  A) and fabricated (Fig. 2.22,  B) to create an OAM-carrying beam. Owing to the 

rotationally-invariant feature, the geometric metasurface does not exchange AM with the light 

beams. Nonetheless, upon propagation through the geometric metasurface (designed as a half-

wave plate), helicity of incoming and outgoing beams is switched with the SAM altering from 

s=+1 to s=-1. Thus, owing to the conservation of total AM, this SAM change can  be 

compensated by the change in the OAM. Therefore, this geometric metasurface can produce 

an OAM-carrying beam with a topological charge of l=+2 or l=-2, depending on the left and 

right handedness of the incident beam, respectively (Fig. 2.22, C). Most recently, based on this 

geometric phase principle, a new type of geometric metasurface [121] with a disorder structure  
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Fig. 2.23. OAM detection through a holographic metasurface. (A) Experimental setup and 
SEM images of the holographic metasurface for OAM detection. (B) Numerical simulations of 
SPPs intensity distributions collected by the holographic metasurfaces upon the illumination 
of a Gaussian beam or OAM-carrying beams. Adapted from Ref. [65]. 
 
 
capable of simultaneously creating multiple nonidentical OAM-carrying beams has been 

demonstrated. Notably, in addition to the spin-to-orbit AM transfer in nanoscale light-matter 

interactions, AM of light can also be transferred to mechanic AM which could exert an optical 

force to drive micro-particles and micro-machines [62]. 

2.5.6 OAM detection by plasmonic structures 

Over the past decade, even though a large number of micrometre-sized OAM generators have 

been demonstrated [112-122], the progress in the development of nanophotonic devices for 

OAM detection has made comparatively slow. As has been stated in the last chapter (Section 

1.5), macroscale interference-based detection methods through phase-sensitive elements have 

imposed a fundamental limit for realizing the OAM sensitivity at a chip-scale footprint. Thus 

far, OAM detection has tentatively been demonstrated through a holographic metasurface [65], 

a plasmonic lens [66] and plasmonic semi-circular nanogratings [67].  
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Fig. 2.24. OAM detection through a plasmonic lens. (A) Schematic of the experimental setup. 
(B) Numerical simulations of intensity distributions of different OAM-carrying beams in the 
near-field region. Adapted from Ref. [66]. 

 

      As the first example, a holographic metasurface [65], based on an interference method, has 

been demonstrated to detect one specific OAM-carrying beam (Fig. 2.23, A). The holographic 

coupler is designed as the interference pattern of an  incident OAM-carrying beam and the 

focused SPPs (Fig. 2.23, B). As such, this metasurface can only detect one specific OAM state. 

For example, the fork-like coupler (L=+1) can only effectively focus the OAM-carrying beam 

with topological charge of l0=-1 into the photodiode for on-chip detection.  

      In addition to the holographic metasurface, other chip-scale OAM detectors have been 

demonstrated either through a plasmonic lens [66] (Fig. 2.24, A) or semi-circular nanogratings 

[67] (Fig. 2.25,  A). Due to the different phase behaviour of the coupled SPPs upon the 

illumination of different OAM-carrying beams, their distinctive SPPs flows interference 

patterns collected by a cumbersome and costly near-field scanning optical microscopy can be 

used to determine the OAM states (Fig. 2.24, B and Fig. 2.25, C). 
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Fig. 2.25. OAM detection through plasmonic semi-circular nanogratings. (A) Schematic 
illustration (left) and the SEM image (right) of the OAM detector. (B) Experimental setup. 
HWP: half wave plate, QWP: quarter wave plate. (C) Near-field scanning optical microscopy 
images of focusing spots for OAM-carrying incident beams with topological charges of l=1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, respectively. Adapted from Ref. [67]. 

 

2.6 Chapter conclusions 

In this chapter, we have made a detailed review on the previous efforts that are highly related 

to this thesis. Our review is consisting of four parts: generation of multifocal arrays for optical 

multiplexing (Section 2.2), OAM multiplexing in free space and optical fibers (Section 2.3), 

optical multiplexing based on nanophotonic approaches (Section 2.4), as well as nanophotonic 

generation and detection of AM of light (Section 2.5).  

      Here we should emphasize that, even though the 2D diffraction-limited planar multifocal 

array has been demonstrated for optical multiplexing, the generation of a 3D diffraction-limited 
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volumetric multifocal array, which is more essential for widespread 3D photonic applications, 

is still elusive so far. 

      Moreover, despite that a diffraction-limited multifocal array with an identical linear or 

cylindrical polarization state has been demonstrated, it still remains a compelling challenge to 

generate a multifocal array with  individually-controlled  nonidentical polarization states. 

However, creating such  a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array could unquestionably 

advance the multifocal array technique, by enabling this technique to be compatible with the 

polarization-division multiplexing.  

      On the other hand, OAM of light has recently been expected to be a promising candidate 

for optical multiplexing in a nanophotonic system [7, 8], however, interference-based OAM 

detection methods set a fundamental barrier to realize the OAM sensitivity at a chip-scale 

footprint. Thus far, it still remains a grand challenge for realizing AM multiplexing  in 

nanophotonics.   
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Chapter 3 Generation of individually-controlled 

diffraction-limited multifocal arrays for optical 

multiplexing 

3.1 Introduction 

In the age of information technology, achieving higher data capacity of optical devices is one 

of the primary interests of the optical community. More recently, spatial locations have been 

utilized for optical multiplexing in both free space [41-52] and multicore fibers [2] by 

simultaneously addressing multiple spatially-separated optical beams  (multifocal array). 

However, current approaches to employing the multifocal array for optical multiplexing have 

been restricted to a two-dimensional (2D) planar plane, although a three-dimensional (3D) 

volumetric multifocal array is more essential for a wide range of practical applications. 

Furthermore, based on previously-demonstrated methods, it is still elusive to further advance 

the multifocal array technique by allowing for the individual manipulation on physical 

properties of the multifocal array, such as the polarization state.   

      To overcome these fundamental barriers, we propose to use the vectorial Debye diffraction 

theory to create 3D diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal arrays, opening the possibility of 

using the multifocal array technique in a variety of applications, such as 3D optical data storage, 

3D direct laser writing, and 3D optical trapping and so on. Moreover, our demonstrated 3D 

volumetric multifocal array opens a new path for spatial multiplexing of light. In addition, to 

further advance the multifocal array, we demonstrate the generation of a polarization-

multiplexed multifocal array, wherein the polarization state in each focal spot can be 
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individually manipulated on demand. Our demonstration implies that the multifocal array 

technique can be used for optical multiplexing in both spatial and physical domains of light.  

       A brief introduction and an outline of Chapter 3 are given in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, 

we report on the generation of 3D diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal arrays for spatial 

multiplexing of light with two orders of magnitude increased throughput. In Section 3.3, we 

demonstrate the creation of a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array capable of individually 

manipulating the focal polarization state in each focal spot. In Section 3.4, applying this 

polarization-multiplexed multifocal array into multidimensional data storage reveals a parallel 

recording and reading of polarization-coded information. In Section 3.5, conclusions of this 

chapter are presented. 

3.2 Generation of three-dimensional diffraction-limited 

volumetric multifocal arrays for optical multiplexing 

Computer-addressed spatial light modulators (SLMs) with phase-only modulation have opened 

the possibility to generate multifocal arrays for fast and parallel laser processing [82]. As such, 

the vectorial Debye-based 2D Fourier-transform  (2D-FT) method for considering the 

depolarization effect by a high numerical aperture (NA) lens, which is a necessity for some 

ultrahigh-capacity optical applications, has facilitated the generation of 2D diffraction-limited 

planar multifocal arrays through accurate phase modulation  [46]. Even though superposing 

phase patterns of light fields from multiple discrete focal planes [45, 49, 50, 123] provides the 

possibility to create volumetric multifocal arrays without considering the light fields within the 

entire focal region, the 2D-FT method, accompanied with interlayer cross talks, fails to 

generate diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal arrays with a high uniformity. However, a 
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diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal array based on a high-NA lens is essential for an 

ultrahigh throughput in 3D optical storage; however, this has not yet been achieved. 

      In this thesis, we report on the generation of 3D diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal 

arrays using the vectorial Debye-based 3D Fourier-transform (3D-FT) method. Unlike the 2D-

FT method [46-48], the proposed vectorial Debye-based 3D-FT method generates the accurate 

phase modulation on an Ewald cap by numerically considering the multilayered light fields, 

and thus allows for diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal arrays with  a diminished 

interlayer crosstalk and hence, a high uniformity. By implementing the accurate phase 

modulation into the laser beam through a SLM, diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal arrays 

with arbitrary intensity configurations can be simultaneously recorded in the volume of the 

recording media in a single laser shot. Moreover, the proposed method allows for integration 

with aberration compensation methods for 3D parallel, aberration-free recording with an 

increased throughput by two orders of magnitude. 

      The experimental configuration and the principle of the accurate phase retrieval process are 

depicted in Fig. 3.1. The key physical step is to obtain the phase distribution on the Ewald cap 

by the inverse 3D-FT [124-127] of the entity fields and to calculate the volumetric intensity 

distribution in the focal region by using the vectorial Debye theory [58-60]. A 3D entity field 

can be written as
1
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= ∑  (0 1w =) is embedded to individually manipulate 

the intensity distribution in a volumetric multifocal array, where is the iteration number. Finally, 

the 2D phase modulation at the back aperture of the high-NA lens can be obtained by a parallel 

projection from the 3D Ewald cap, as shown in Fig. 3.1. To meet the ever-increasing demand 

for high-capacity information processing, here we used a commercial high-NA objective lens  
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic of generation of a 3D diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal array 
through a SLM. The vectorial Debye-based 3D-FT imposing on the 3D Ewald cap located in 
the aperture space provides a volumetric intensity distribution in the focal region. Phase pattern 
displayed on the SLM can be obtained by a parallel projection of the 3D Ewald cap. L1 and L2 
are telescope lenses. 
 

(Olympus, 100×, UPLSAPO, 1.40 NA) to demonstrate the capability of generation of a 3D 

diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal array.  

      Instead of superposing phase patterns of light fields from multiple discrete focal planes 

separated by corresponding lens phase factors [45, 49, 50, 123], the vectorial Debye-based 3D-

FT method allows for considering the entire focal region as an entity. As such, the interlayer 

crosstalk can be minimized. To quantity this, a uniformity factor is defined as u=1-((Imax-

Imin)/(Imin+Imax)) [128], where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum intensities in foci. 

Figure 3.2 shows the comparison between the vectorial Debye-based 3D-FT and 2D-FT 

methods with NA=1.4 and wavelength of 800 nm for an x-linearly polarized light. The 3D-FT 

method is superior to the 2D-FT method as the complexity of the volumetric multifocal arrays 

is increased. It shows that the uniformity of the 2D-FT method tends to drop obviously as the 

foci number in each plane is increased up to 10, however, the uniformity of the 3D-FT method 

remains unaffected with a value of 0.99 (Fig. 3.2, A). More importantly, the 3D-FT approach  
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Fig. 3.2. Comparison of the uniformity of volumetric multifocal arrays derived from the 
vectorial Debye-based 3D-FT and 2D-FT methods. Volumetric multifocal arrays are 
arranged in three focal planes. (A) Comparison with different foci number in each plane 
(axial separation is set to 5 μm). (B) Comparison with different axially separated distances 
(total foci number is kept at 108). An example of intensity distribution of three foci within the 
x-z plane achieved by (C) the 2D-FT method, and (D) the 3D-FT method. 
 

performs better with different axially separated distances, owing to the fact that it considers the 

volumetric multifocal arrays as an entity field rather than multiple discrete focal planes (Fig. 

3.2, B). When the axial distance between multilayered focal arrays reduces, the interlayer 

crosstalk appears more significantly and degrades the uniformity by the conventional 2D-FT 

methods. The 3D-FT method can eliminate the crosstalk from intermediate planes. As a result, 

a high uniformity can be remained. As an example, the superior performance of 3D-FT can be 

clearly seen in the simulated results with an interlayer distance of 3 μm as shown in Fig. 3.2, C 

and D.  

      Applying the proposed method for fast parallel optical recording in two-photon-induced 

multilayer optical data storage in a photoreduction polymer can lead to two orders of magnitude 

increase in throughput. To this purpose, we used a linearly polarized femtosecond pulsed beam 
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at the wavelength of 800 nm from an amplified Ti–sapphire system (Spitfire, Newport/Spectra 

Physics, 100 fs pulse duration, 1 kHz repetition rate) to illuminate a refractive SLM (Holoeye 

Pluto, 1080 × 1920 pixels, 256 gray levels). The phase modulation displayed on the SLM was 

relayed to the back aperture of a high-NA lens (Olympus, 100×, UPLSAPO, 1.40 NA) through 

a 4f telescope composed of lenses L1 (500 mm) and L2 (300 mm). A photoreduction polymer 

(refractive index of 1.50 at 800 nm) consisting of 16 mg of HAuCl4, 0.67 mg of R6G, and 570 

mg of poly(methyl methacrylate) was prepared as the recording sample [127]. An enhanced 

fluorescence emission from the R6G dye molecules in the focal spot can be employed as the 

mechanism for recording and readout [129]. A volumetric multifocal array consisting of three 

layered patterns of “1,” “2,” and “3” in focal regions with z=−3 μm, z=0, and z=+3 μm were 

recorded in a single laser shot. The exposure time was kept at 10 ms at the power of 10 mW. 

      The simulation and the experimental results are shown in Fig 3.3. The confocal 

fluorescence readout images of the recorded patterns are shown in Fig.  3.3, D to F. To 

demonstrate the diffraction-limited feature, enlarged foci labeled as “1” and “2” (Fig. 3.3, B 

and E) are highlighted (Fig. 3.3, G and H). Notably, due to the depolarization effect, after 

refraction by a high-NA lens the electric field vectors in the linearly-polarized beam are bent 

away from the transverse plane and produce a longitudinal electric field component in the focal 

region which eventually contributes to the intensity distribution of the focal spot and leads to 

a slightly-elliptical intensity profile in the focal plane. It should be also mentioned that such 

depolarization effect is related to the vectorial nature of an optical beam and hence cannot be 

compensated or even removed by only modulating the phase front of the beam. From the 

comparison with full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the intensity plots of the labeled foci 

along the x and y directions (Fig. 3.3, I and J), it indicates that the lateral sizes of experimental 

results (X: 360 nm, Y: 275 nm) are reasonably consistent with the theoretical predications (X: 

348 nm, Y: 250 nm), which demonstrates that diffraction-limited conditions were achieved in  
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Fig. 3.3. Experimental characterization of the diffraction-limited feature in the generated 
volumetric multifocal array. Simulated (A)–(C) and experimental (D)–(F) results of a 
volumetric multifocal array in a recording media. (G) and (H) Enlarged single foci images 
labeled as “1” and “2” in (B) and (E). (I) and (J) The intensity plots along the x and the y 
directions of (G) and (H), respectively. 
 

the volumetric multifocal arrays. By counting the peak intensities among the foci, a uniformity 

of 0.96 was achieved throughout the entire focal region in good agreement with the theoretical 

uniformity of 0.99. The slight deviation might be attributed to the spatially inhomogeneous 

response of the recording sample. The demonstrated method can potentially increase the 

throughput of 3D optical storage by two orders of magnitude, compared with the traditional 

bit-sequential approach. 

      The vectorial Debye-based 3D-FT method offers not only the accurate phase for volumetric 

multifocal arrays with a high uniformity but also the capability of dynamic aberration 
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compensation in the recording medium. Spherical aberration (SA) caused by the refractive-

index mismatch which can significantly degrade the recording performance  [130-132], can 

now be dynamically compensated for the entire focal region. To this purpose, a volumetric 

compensation factor 
1

( , , ) exp[ ( )]
M

d
i i i i SA i

i

I xyz i zδ
=

⋅ −Φ∑  is added, where 
2  2 1  1( ) ( cos cos )SA i iz kz n nθ θΦ =  −  

denotes the SA term of the focal position (z=zi) by assuming that the origin of the coordinates 

is at the interface between the immersion oil and the sample, k denotes the wave-number, 1θ

and 2θ are the converging angles in the immersion and recording media of refractive indices of 

n1 and  n2, respectively. To experimentally confirm the SA compensation capability, a 

photochromic polymer sample (refractive index of 1.69 at 800 nm) with dark focal spots due 

to the fluorescence emission reduction was prepared [129]. Three layered patterns located at z 

= 1 μm, z = 6 μm and z = 11 μm with and without the SA compensation were recorded and 

retrieved, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.4. In the absence of the SA compensation, only the 

first layer (z = 1 μm) information which suffers negligible SA can be retrieved, while patterns 

in the other two layers were severely degraded and cannot be retrieved (Fig. 3.4, A). On the 

other hand, the volumetric layered information can be clearly retrieved provided the SA can be 

compensated in the 3D-FT methods (Fig. 3.4, C). The axial point spread functions (PSFs) of 

the recorded foci in three layers were obtained by scanning the fluorescence intensity along the 

axial direction. It is clearly seen that significant aberration is present before the SA 

compensation, and the recorded bits suffer from peak intensity drop, axial elongation and 

focusing shift (Fig. 3.4, B). In contrast, the disruptive aberration effects observed above can be 

removed through integrating the SA compensation (Fig. 3.4, D). 

      In conclusion, we have developed an accurate phase modulation method for the diffraction-

limited volumetric multifocal arrays under high-NA lenses. The proposed vectorial Debye-

based 3D-FT methods allow for the generation of volumetric multifocal arrays with a 

diminished interlayer crosstalk as well as with the capability of a dynamic aberration  
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Fig. 3.4. Experimental demonstrate of SA compensation in a volumetric multifocal array 
recorded in three focal planes. (A) Before and (C) after the SA compensation. Axial PSFs of 
three recorded foci in three layers (B) without, and (D) with the SA compensation are obtained 
from the fluorescence intensity variations. 
 

compensation. Our method is optimized by a 3D weighting factor that can be applied to 

individually manipulate the intensity of each focal spot and improve the uniformity in a 

volumetric multifocal array. In principle, the maximal lateral and axial sizes of a volumetric 

multifocal array are determined by the field of view and the working distance of a high-NA 

lens. It should be noted that the computation speed of the proposed vectorial Debye-based 3D-

FT method is very fast. For a comparison, the computation time for a volumetric multifocal 

array consisting of a stack of discrete layers is almost identical to that using the conventional 

2D-FT method. The demonstrated diffraction-limited and aberration-free volumetric 
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multifocal arrays may open new perspectives for a wide range of applications in ultrahigh-

density optical storage, parallel imaging microscopy, direct laser writing, and optical tweezers. 

3.3 Individual manipulation of polarization states in multifocal 

arrays 

As one of its fundamental aspects, light can selectively interact with anisotropic materials 

through its polarization states, which provides a basic principle of modern electro-optic devices. 

Although multifocal arrays with identical linear or cylindrical polarization states have been 

generated in high-NA lenses  [46-48], creating tightly-focused polarization-multiplexed 

multifocal arrays with nonidentical polarization states has never been demonstrated. Therefore, 

it still remains a compelling challenge to further advance the multifocal array technique by 

allowing for an individual manipulation of polarization states in multifocal arrays. 

      In this thesis, we report on the first demonstration of generation of a polarization-

multiplexed multifocal array under a high-NA lens where the transverse polarization state in 

each focal spot can be individually manipulated. We show that the superposition of a π-phase-

step filter with an azimuthally-polarized beam breaks the rotational phase symmetry in the 

transverse plane [133] and leads to the generation of a linearly-polarized focus oriented along 

the phase-step line. Thus, the superposed complex fields of multiple π-phase-step modulated 

azimuthally-polarized  beams  (π-PMABs) at the back aperture of the  lens enables one to 

individually manipulate the polarization state in each focal spot in a multifocal array. 

       The principle of focusing an azimuthally-polarized beam and a π-PMAB is shown in Fig. 

3.5, similarly, the π-phase-step can be introduced in a linearly-polarized beam for optimized 

confinement of its longitudinal focal field  [134]. By adding a π-phase-step filter to an 

azimuthally-polarized beam, the field component orientated along with the phase-step line can  
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Fig. 3.5. Schematic of generation of a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array. Intensity 
distributions in the focal plane of an azimuthally polarized beam (A) and a π-PMAB (B); 
dashed line indicates the orientation of the phase-step line. (C) Experimental configuration for 
generating a multifocal array with an arbitrarily orientated linear polarization state under a 
high-NA lens. SLM: spatial light modulator, APC: azimuthal polarization converter. L1 and 
L2 are telescope lens with a focal length of f1=250 mm and f2=150 mm, respectively. 
 

interfere constructively. Consequently, a sharp linearly-polarized focal field with the 

polarization direction in parallel to the phase-step line rather than a wide doughnut-shaped 

azimuthally-polarized focal field (Fig. 3.5, A) can be produced in the focal plane (Fig. 3.5, B). 

Therefore, rotating the π-phase-step filter can tune the orientation of the linear polarization of 

the focal spot. As such, arbitrarily-orientated transversely-polarized linear focal polarization 

states can be achieved. 

      To achieve a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array in the focal plane, the phase 

modulation (, )ixyφ  of each individual focal spot consists of two independent parts: a π-phase-
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step filter for the focal polarization manipulation and a 2D grating function for spatially shifting 

the focal spot. Thus, superposing multiple spatially shifted π-PMABs at the back aperture of 

lens allows for a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array wherein each focal polarization state 

can be individually manipulated: 

1
( , ) arg[ exp( ( , ) )]

N

i ii
xy w i xyφ

=
Φ = ∑                                         (3.1) 

where (x, y) is the coordinates at the back aperture plane, exp( ( , ) )i iw i xyφ  is the complex field 

of a π-PMAB for the ith focal spot with the phase distribution of (, )ixyφ  and a weighted 

amplitude of wi, and N is the total foci number. As such, the polarization-multiplexed multifocal 

array can be easily achieved through a single phase-only modulator owing to the superposition 

principle in Eq. (3.1). To enable high intensity uniformity, the vectorial Debye diffraction 

theory  [58-60] is used to evaluate the intensity distribution in the focal region and the 

uniformity can be adaptively adjusted through the weighted amplitude wi, defined as: 
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=
= ∑  ( 0 1iw = ), in Eq. (3.1). For the 

experimental implementation, the phase modulation for a polarization-multiplexed multifocal 

array is displayed in a SLM (Holoeye Pluto, 1080×1920 pixels, 256 gray levels) and relayed 

to the back aperture of a high-NA lens (Olympus, 100×, UPLSAPO, 1.40 NA) through a 4f 

telescope. The azimuthal polarization state is obtained by passing the phase-modulated beam 

through an azimuthal polarization converter before the beam entering the first 4f telescope lens 

L1, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5, C. 

      To demonstrate the capability of individually-controllable nonidentical focal polarization 

states in a multifocal array, parallel fluorescence imaging of highly-diluted gold nanorods was 

performed through the proposed method. Samples containing sparsely distributed single gold 

nanorods were prepared [47]. The multifocal array with arbitrarily-oriented linear polarization 

states polarized focal spots are numerically generated (Fig. 3.6, A) through the phase  
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Fig. 3.6. Experimental verification of generation of a polarization-multiplexed multifocal 
array. Intensity distributions (A) and its phase modulation (B) of a polarization-multiplexed 
multifocal array with arbitrarily orientated linear polarization states. (C) TPF imaging of gold 
nanorods illuminated by an azimuthally polarized beam and the orientations of eight nanorods 
are labelled from ”1” to “8”. (D) Parallel TPF imaging within the same area using the 
polarization-multiplexed multifocal array. 
 

modulation method (Fig. 3.6, B). With a sharp polarization selectivity of gold nanorods, the 

characteristic two-photon fluorescence (TPF) intensity patterns can be used for confirmation 

of the focal polarization states [6, 47]. The orientations of highly-diluted gold nanorods sample 

are firstly determined by imaging through an azimuthally-polarized beam (Fig. 3.6, C). Since 

the fluorescence emission from gold nanorods can be enhanced by optically-excited LSPRs 

when electric field vectors are parallel to the long axis of nanorods, two-lobe fluorescence 

intensity distribution of nanorods appears through the  scanning of an azimuthally-polarized 

focal spot across the sample. On the other hand, when the linearly-polarized focal spots were 

used to scan the same nanorods sample, only the nanorods orientated in close proximity to the 

linear polarization states can be excited and hence observed in the fluorescence imaging. The 
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polarization-multiplexed multifocal arrays with desired polarization states can be 

experimentally confirmed through parallel TPF imaging of gold nanorods in the same area 

(Fig. 3.6, D). As an example, for the y-linearly polarized focal spot, the nanorod “2” aligned 

along to the y-axis can be excited, but the nanorod “1” aligned orthogonal to the y-axis cannot 

be excited. We illustrate one example of the high uniform 2 by 2 multifocal array with a focal 

spot separation at 2 μm (Fig. 3.6, A). In the experiment of parallel imaging, each focal spot 

located at the vertex of a square of 10 by 10 μm in the focal plane was scanned across the 

sample. To effectively discriminate the fluorescence signals from each focal spot, an aperture 

with four perforated holes with a diameter of 500 μm was placed in front of an intensified 

charge coupled device (CCD) camera. 

      In addition to the individually-controllable polarization state, the multifocal array exhibits 

sub-diffraction-limited focal field distribution in each focal spot. To verify the sub-diffraction-

limited feature, PSFs through TPF imaging of single nanorods were obtained and compared to 

those obtained directly from a linearly-polarized beam without any modulation. Figure 3.7 

shows the TPF intensity plots of the nanorod excited by the π-PMAB and the linearly-polarized 

beam along the x-and y-directions, respectively. It is clear to see that the focal spot of the π-

PMAB is 10% smaller than the diffraction-limit focal spot of a linearly polarized beam in the 

FWHM, which is reasonably consistent with the Debye calculation. It should be noted that the 

sub-diffraction-limited feature is mainly attributed to the depolarization-free nature of the π-

PMAB as opposed to the linearly-polarized beam illumination wherein the out-of-phase 

longitudinal field component tends to enlarge the focal spot of the high-NA lens. 

      The demonstrated polarization-multiplexed multifocal array not only provides the sub-

diffraction-limited feature but also exhibits high polarization purity for high-NA lenses due to 

the depolarization-free nature of our method. To demonstrate this feature, the polarization 

purity defined as Ix/(Ix+Iy+Iz) within the FWHM confined focal area (the inset of Fig. 3.7, C)  
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Fig. 3.7. Comparison of PSF as well as polarization purity of the generated focal spot by 
the  π-PMAB and by the linearly polarized beam, respectively. TPF intensity plots of a 
single nanorod excited by the π-PMAB and by the linearly polarized beam along the x- (A) and 
y- (B) directions, respectively. (C) The comparison of focal polarization purity between the π-
PMAB and the linearly-polarized beam for different NAs. The inset shows the FWHMs defined 
area. (D) Normalized TPF intensity from single gold nanorods excited by the π-PMAB foci 
with a π/10 piecewise orientation shifting under an focusing lens with NA=0.8 and with 
NA=1.4, respectively. 
 

are numerically investigated for the x-linearly-polarized focal spot derived from a π-PMAB 

and compared with that obtained from a tightly focused linearly-polarized beam. The 

simulation results reveal that high focal polarization purity for focusing lenses with any NA is 

maintained by the π-PMAB owing to the pure transverse polarization nature of the azimuthally-

polarized beam. In contrary, the focal polarization purity of the linearly-polarized beam tends 

to drop as the NA increases due to the appearance of a longitudinal component induced by the 

depolarization effect. In particular, in the case of NA=1.4, the linearly-polarized beam is with 

13% degraded focal polarization purity compared to the π-PMAB. The high polarization purity 

is experimentally corroborated by the TPF imaging of a single gold nanorod. The TPF intensity 

obtained by a lens with NA=0.8 and NA=1.4 at different polarization orientations can be well 
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fitted with a biquadratic cosine curve consistent with the previous report [6], which implies the 

high polarization purity was achieved in the linearly-polarized focal spot generated from the π-

PMAB (Fig. 3.7, D). Potentially, other focal polarization states including circularly-, radially- 

and azimuthally-polarized focus can also be obtained through the vectorial superposition of the 

π-phase-step-modulated linearly polarized focal fields with additional phase engineering. 

3.4 Polarization-division multiplexing using a polarization-

multiplexed multifocal array 

We have demonstrated the generation of a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array with sub-

diffraction-limited and high polarization purity features under a high-NA lens (Section 5.3). 

With these features, an arbitrarily-oriented linearly-polarized multifocal array has been 

employed for polarization-division multiplexing in multidimensional optical data storage. The 

demonstrated method can allow for parallel recording and reading of multiple data channels 

modulated in different polarization states. To achieve the parallel recording, each of the focal 

spot in a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array with a given linear polarization state can be 

dynamically switched “on” and “off” according to the spatial binary information flow (Fig. 3.8, 

A). Gold nanorods dispersed polymer sample was prepared for polarization-sensitive recording. 

For the recording, the pulse energy at a power of 4 mW and an exposure time of 25 ms was 

optimized to eliminate crosstalks between the non-orthogonal polarization channels. In our 

experiment, the four polarization-coded images were sequentially (starting from the left top 

and stopping at the right bottom in each image, as shown in Fig. 3.8A) recorded using the 

dynamically-modulated diffraction-limited  polarization-multiplexed multifocal arrays. 

Consequently, it shows that the parallelly-recorded polarization image patterns (100 by 100  
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Fig. 3.8. Experimental characterization of using a polarization-multiplexed multifocal 
array for polarization-division multiplexing in multidimensional data storage. (A) 
Schematic illustration of using a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array for the parallel 
recording of polarization-coded data channels, wherein four polarization channels with 
different image patterns are parallelly recorded. The black wave shapes illustrate the 
information flows of four polarization channels. (B) The pre-recorded polarization-coded 
image patterns are simultaneously retrieved with by the same polarization-multiplexed 
multifocal array. The left pattern in (B) shows the readout without using the polarization 
multiplexing. 
 

pixels) can be simultaneously retrieved by the same polarization-multiplexed multifocal array 

with the corresponding polarization states (Fig. 3.8, B). 

3.5 Chapter conclusions 

In this chapter, we have shown the generation of a 3D diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal 

array, based on the vectorial Debye diffraction theory, for spatial multiplexing of light. The 
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multifocal array with a high uniformity of 0.99 over the entire focal region of a high-NA lens 

is capable of dynamic SA compensation. Applying this feature into 3D parallel aberration-free 

optical recording reveals a significant increase in the throughput by two orders of magnitude.  

      Moreover, we have demonstrated a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array capable of 

individually manipulating the focal polarization state in each focal spot. Breaking the rotational 

phase symmetry through adding a π-phase-step to an azimuthally-polarized beam leads to a 

linear focal polarization state with high polarization purity. Through the superposition of such 

modulated azimuthal polarization fields at the back aperture of the focusing lens, multifocal 

arrays with individually-controllable and nonidentical polarization states have been achieved. 

In addition, this approach exhibits a sub-diffraction-limited feature with an improved lateral 

resolution of 10% reduced full width at half-maximums in each linearly-polarized focal spot. 

Consequently, applying this polarization-multiplexed  multifocal array to multidimensional 

data storage reveals a parallel optical recording  and reading of polarization-coded image 

patterns. 
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Chapter 4 Noninterference angular momentum selectivity 

by mode-sorting nanoring slits 

4.1 Introduction 

To achieve angular momentum (AM) multiplexing in  nanophotonics, distinctive AM 

sensitivity by subwavelength structures is of paramount importance. The radical advance of 

deep light-confinement nanophotonic approaches has been a major propellant of miniaturized 

optical circuits to harness AM of light. The chip-scale generation and transmission of AM 

carrying beams on silicon-integrated circuits have been realized through whispering-gallery-

mode (WGM) resonators [113-115] and resonant micro-ring fibers [1]. However, the drawback 

of these approaches is their resonance nature, leading to a narrow bandwidth down to several 

nanometres. Recently, nanoscale SAM sensitivity was achieved by directly illuminating OAM-

carrying chiral beams on a single cylindrical nanoaperture [108], but longitudinal electric field 

component focused by a high-NA objective lens was unavoidably used to break the spin 

symmetry, imposing a fundamental limit to the integration of photonic devices for nanoscale 

information processing. 

      On the other hand, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) capable of strong light confinements 

have long been pursued to overcome the size limitation of nanophotonic devices, and hence 

potentially facilitate the chip-scale multiplexing of spin angular momentum (SAM) through the 

SAM-distinguishing nanostructures  [94-111]. Even though the orbital angular momentum 

(OAM) generators mediated by the SPPs have been demonstrated either through digitalized 

metasurfaces with a helical phase gradient [116] or geometric metasurfaces [118-121] based 

on the spin-orbital interaction, the extrinsic nature of OAM  [135] with helical wavefronts 
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restricts its detection to a phase-sensitive interference-based method through a holographic 

metasurface [65], which inevitably degrades the perceptive devices for on-chip applications.  

      In this chapter, we demonstrate an entirely-new concept of noninterference AM selectivity 

by mode-sorting nanoring slits, wherein the nanoring slits exhibit a distinctive outcoupling 

efficiency on the plasmonic AM modes excited from  nanogrooves patterned across a flat 

surface. The demonstrated noninterference AM selectivity origins from the nonresonant AM 

mode matching between the waveguide mode supported by the nanoring slits and surface mode 

of the SPPs coupled from nanogrooves.  

      This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.1, a brief review on the state-of-the-art 

of chip-scale AM sensitivity and an outline of this chapter are given. In Section 4.2, we present 

a full vectorial approach to theoretically analysing the AM modes supported by nanoring slit 

waveguides and carried by coupled SPPs. In Section 4.3, we show that different plasmonic AM 

modes carried by SPPs can be selectively coupled out by mode-sorting nanoring slits with 

different sizes, leading to a distinctive AM selectivity at a chip-scale footprint. In Section 4.4, 

we experimentally validate the noninterference AM selectivity over a broad bandwidth in both 

visible and telecommunication ranges. In Section 4.5, a summary of this chapter is given.  

4.2 Modal analysis of nanoring slits and surface plasmon 

polaritons 

4.2.1 Angular momentum mode calculation of nanoring slits 

To reveal a distinctive AM selectivity by nanoring slits, a nanoring slit enclosed by a concentric 

nanogroove (lS=0) in a gold film is considered without losing generality. The width of the 

nanoring slit was fixed as 50 nm throughout this thesis. A full vectorial approach for the 
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analysis of the AM mode in the nanoring slit was carried out. The nanoring slit waveguide 

exhibits peculiar properties in the optical transmission [136]. By taking account of the vectorial 

nature of electromagnetic wave in nanoring slits, a normal mode analysis of the nanoring slit 

with an infinite length was carried out in the gold/air material system. As an example, the radial 

dependence of the electric and magnetic field components in the three geometrical domains 

(gold core, air gap and gold cladding) can be described by applying various Bessel functions 

[136]: 
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where NRAm  is the mth order eigen-AM mode supported by the nanoring slit, kz is the 

longitudinal wavenumber, I and K are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, 

ki is the transverse wavenumbers in the gold and air related by the boundary conditions,  
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Fig. 4.1. The calculated electric field distributions of the supported eigen-AM modes by 
nanoring slits with different sizes of an inner radius of 75 nm (A), 160 nm (B) and 200 nm 
(C). 
 

respectively, w is the angular frequency, u0 is a constant permeability, εi is the permittivity of 

gold or air, and A1 to A4 are unknown coefficients. To obtain the supported eigen-AM mode 

in the above equations, we seek the longitudinal wave number kz by satisfying the appropriate 

boundary conditions on the electric- and magnetic-field components in the metal-dielectric 

interfaces. The eigen-AM modes supported by the nanoring slits can be obtained when the 

determinant of the boundary conditions-based matrix becomes zero where the unknown 

coefficients vanish. As an example, the supported AM modes of L=±1, ±2, ±3 by the nanoring 

slits with varying sizes can be theoretically calculated (Fig. 4.1). To intuitively compare the 

supported eigen-AM modes by the nanoring slits with different sizes, the effective indices of 

the AM modes were calculated as 0 2eff zn kλ π= , where 0λ is the free-space wavelength (Fig. 

4.2). The calculated effective indices of eigen-AM modes of L=±1 and L =±3 with respect to 

the cut-off AM mode (Fig. 4.3) of the nanoring slit indicate the lower AM mode of L=±1 can 

be supported by both slits but the higher AM mode of L=±3 can only be maintained by the slit 

with Rin2. Moreover, the effective index differences almost keep flat in visible wavelengths, 

which indicates the nonresonant nature of AM modes supported by nanoring slits and lays the 

foundation for multiplexing of broadband light. 
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Fig. 4.2. Theoretically-calculated  effective  index  differences  (Δneff) for the angular 
momentum modes with total AM of L=±1 (solid lines) and L= ±3 (dashed lines) for a 
nanoring slit with Rin1 =75 nm (top) and Rin2 = 200 nm (bottom), respectively. 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.3. The theoretically-calculated effective index of AM modes for the nanoring slit 
with an inner radius of 200 nm at the free-space wavelength of 640 nm. 
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4.2.2 Angular momentum mode calculation of surface plasmon polaritons 

Owing to the doughnut-shaped intensity distributions of AM carrying beams, the incident light 

directly illuminated on nanoring slits is negligible, and thereby we only focused on the modal 

analysis of plasmonic AM modes. The electric field distribution of the excited SPPs can be 

theoretically calculated by considering the nanogroove structure as an array of secondary 

sources for the excitation of SPPs based on the Huygens principle. Considering an AM carrying 

beam with SAM of s (s=±1) and OAM of l0 (l0=±1, ±2, . . .) illuminating on the nanogroove 

structure, the beam can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as 

                                                    0 ( )ilis
inc rE e e isϕϕ

ϕ= +e e                                                              (4.7) 

      Due to the fact that only the radial component of the electric field of the beam can 

efficiently excite the SPPs, the excited z-component electric field of the plasmonic field at an 

observation point (R, θ) can be obtained by integrating the contributions from the nanogroove 

structures: 
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where A is a constant of the excitation efficiency, ,spp zk  is the z-component wavenumber of the 

SPPs that propagate in the z-direction and ,spp zk z
e
−
 signifies the evanescent nature of the SPPs, 

,spp rk is the radial wavenumber of the SPPs that propagate from the excitation location of the 

nanogroove structure to the geometrical centre, r is the radius of the nanogroove structure and 

ϕ is the azimuthal angle varies from 0 to 2π. There is also a transverse component lying in the 

propagation direction of SPPs toward the centre of the structure: 
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By solving Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic wave at the interface between air and 

gold with the appropriate continuity relation, the boundary condition for the SPPs is 

                                                           2  2 2
,  , 0spp r spp zk k  k+ =                                                            (4.10)  

where 0k is the wavenumber of the incident light. In general, the difference between ,spp rk  and 

sppk  is very small at the metal and dielectric interface and can be ignored. As such, without 

considering the loss of SPPs at different wavelengths, ,spp rk  can be approximated by its real 

part as , ,( )spp r spp r sppk re k k≈ . Therefore, the boundary condition for the SPPs can be re-written 

as 

                                                          2  2 2
, 0spp spp zk k  k+ =                                                      (4.11)  

Due to the fact that the dispersion curve for the excited SPPs is approaching the incident light 

curve when the wavenumber is small, 0sppk k≈ . As such, the ratio term of ,

,

spp z

spp r

k
i
k

 in Eq. (4.9) 

can be very small. For example, for gold material at the wavelength of 650 nm, ,

,

0.2779
spp z

spp r

k
i
k

= . 

Thus, the absolute ratio of the transverse electric field component of SPPs to the z-component 

of electric field of SPPs is 0.2779. By further considering the intensity of these electric fields 

of SPPs, the transverse electric field component of SPPs can be neglected in our mode-

matching process. Therefore, this analysis further reveals that the contribution from the z-

component of the electric field of a plasmonic mode is more than one order of magnitude larger 

than that of the transverse component.  

      The z-component of electric field of the plasmonic mode is only considered in the 

subsequent AM mode-matching process. For a nanogroove structure with a geometrical 

topological charge of lS , its inner radius (r) can be manifested by a parametric curve as  
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Fig. 4.4. The calculated electric field distributions of excited plasmonic AM modes with 
total AM of L=±1 (A), L=±2 (B), and L=±3 (C). 
 

0 2S SPPr r lϕλ π= + , where r0  is a constant of the initial radius of the parametric curve. As such, 

Eq. (4.8) can be rewritten as 
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where 
0 ,( )
Ss l l spp rJ k R+ +  is the 0( )thSsl l+ +  order Bessel function of the first kind. Therefore, it 

is clearly to see that the excited plasmonic mode with a total AM ( 0 SL sl l= + + ) is resulting 

from SAM and OAM of light as well as the geometric topological charge of the nanogroove 

structure. As an example, the field distributions of the plasmonic AM modes excited by a 

concentric nanogroove structure were calculated for the plasmonic modes with total AM of 

L=±1, ±2, ±3 (Fig. 4.4). 

4.3 Angular momentum mode matching 

A full vectorial approach for the analysis of a plasmonic AM mode excited from the 

nanogroove coupler was carried out above, showing that the contribution from the z-component 

of the electric field of a plasmonic mode is more than one order of magnitude larger than that 

of the transverse component in the mode-matching process. As such, the scalar model related  
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Fig. 4.5. The theoretically-calculated matching factor spectra as a function of the inner 
radii of nanoring slits for plasmonic AM modes with an increasing modal indices from 
L=±1 to L=±3. The black dashed lines in (A) and (C) correspond to the nanoring slits with 
inner radii of 75 nm and 200 nm, respectively. 
 

to the z-component is an adequate approximation of the vectorial model in our work. As such, 

the distinctive AM mode-sorting selectivity by the nanoring slits can be intuitively understood 

by a dimensionless mode matching factor (MF) defined, without considering the SPPs 

propagation loss, as 
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where 
NRA

z
mE  and 

SPP

z
mE  are the normalized z-components of electric fields of mth order eigen-

AM mode (defined in Eq. 4.1) supported by the nanoring slit and the plasmonic AM mode 

(defined in Eq. 4.12) carried by the SPPs, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.6. Theoretically-calculated matching factor (MF) for the angular momentum 
modes with total AM of L=±1 (solid lines) and L= ±3 (dashed lines) for a nanoring slit 
with Rin1 =75 nm (top) and Rin2 = 200 nm (bottom), respectively. 
 

       The outcoupling (transmittance) efficiency of nanoring slits can be determined by the 

mode matching between the eigen-AM modes supported by nanoring slits (Fig. 4.1) and the 

plasmonic AM modes excited from nanogrooves (Fig. 4.4). The MF (Eq. 4.13) calculated based 

on an overlap integral between the normalized electric fields is a dimensionless quantity in the 

range of [0, 1]. The MF can be selectively maximised from its dependence on the illumination 

wavelength and on the slit radius (Fig. 4.5). As an example, Figure 4.6 reveals that plasmonic 

modes with total AM of L=±1 and L=±3 can be distinctively coupled out through nanoring slits 

with Rin1 and Rin2, respectively. It should be noted that, for the nanoring slit with an inner radius 

of Rin2, the MF of total AM mode of L=±1 drops down to almost zero at a wavelength around 

580 nm which indicates that the plasmonic AM mode at this wavelength has a much weaker 

matching with the waveguide mode in the nanoring slit. 
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4.4 Experimental validation 

 

Fig. 4.7. Optical Setup for the demonstration of AM mode-sorting selectivity by a NRA 
unit. (A) The AM generator enables the generation of variant AM-carrying beams through a 
SLM. (B) Optical setup for the demonstration of AM mode-sorting selectivity by a NRA unit. 
LP: linear polarizer, SLM: spatial light modulator, QWP: quarter wave plate, CF: colour filter, 
CCD: charge coupled device. 
 

To experimentally verify the predicted AM mode-sorting selectivity, an optical setup was built 

up (Fig. 4.7). A laser (Inspire Auto 100, Spectra-Physics) beam with a tunable wavelength 

range from 490 nm to 750 nm was propagated through a broadband linear polarizer (10GT04, 

Newport). The linearly-polarized beam was further modulated by a SLM (PLUTO-VIS-020, 

1080×1920 pixels, Holoeye Pluto) using a helical phase hologram to generate an OAM-

carrying beam. The OAM-carrying beam was further propagated through an achromatic quarter 

wave plate (10RP44-2, Newport) to convert its linear polarization state to circular polarization 

state which is associated to the SAM of light. Thereafter, the AM-carrying optical beam was  
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Fig. 4.8. Distinctive AM mode-sorting selectivity by a nanoring slit of varying size. (A) 
SEM image of the fabricated NRAs consisting of concentric nanogroove and a nanoring slit 
with an inner radius of Rin1. (B) The counterparts of (A) with a nanoring slit of Rin2. The insets 
show enlarged views of the nanoring slits (scale bars, 100 nm). (C) Numerically calculated 
(curves) and experimentally confirmed (triangles) AM mode-sorting selectivity spectra of the 
AM beams of l0 = –2, s=+1 (total AM L=–1) and l0=+2, s=+1 (total AM L= +3) for nanoring 
slits with inner radii of Rin1 (top) and Rin2 (bottom), respectively. The red color indicates the 
bandwidths (defined as the selectivity ≥ 0.1) of AM mode-sorting selectivity by nanoring slits. 
 

weakly focused by a focusing lens (UPlanFLN 10×, NA=0.3, Olympus) onto the sample which 

was mounted on a 3D piezo-scanning stage (P-733.3 XY(Z), Physik Instrumente) with up to 

0.1 nm moving resolution. The transmitted optical signals from our sample were collected by 

a transmissive lens (ULWD MSPlan 50×, NA=0.55, Olympus) and imaged to a pixelated 

charge coupled device (CCD) camera device (DCU223M, Thorlabs). In our experiment, two 

nanoring slits with Rin1 (Fig. 4.8, A and B) and Rin2 (Fig. 4.8, C and D) surrounded by a 

concentric nanogroove structure were fabricated in a 200 nm thick gold film. Owing to the AM 

conservation in the SPPs excitation, the AM carrying beams of l0=-2, s=+1 and l0=+2, s=+1 

illuminated on the concentric nanogroove structure can excite the plasmonic AM modes of L=-

1 and L=+3, respectively. The AM mode-sorting selectivity (Fig. 4.8, E) for the nanoring slits 

with Rin1 and Rin2 can be defined as 
0 02, 1 2, 11 l s  l sI I=+ =+ =− =+− and 

0 02, 1 2, 11 l s  l sI I=− =+ =+ =+−   
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Fig. 4.9. The experimental characterization of the distinctive AM mode-sorting selectivity 
by nanoring slits with different sizes. The experimentally-measured transmissive intensity 
patterns of the AM beams of l0=-2, s=+1 (A and C) and l0=+2, s=+1 (B and D) for nanoring 
slits with inner radii of 75 nm (A and B) and 200 nm (C and D), respectively. These far-field 
intensity patterns were measured based on a concentric nanogroove structure (ls=0) at the free-
space wavelength of 640 nm. 
 

respectively, where 
0 2, 1l sI=− =+ and 0 2, 1l sI=+ =+ are the transmissive intensities of the AM beams of 

0 2, 1l s=− =+(with total AM L=-1) and 0 2, 1l s=+ =+ (with total AM L=+3), respectively. 

Both the numerical and experimental results (Fig. 4.8, E) confirm the distinctive AM mode-

sorting selectivity for the AM modes of L=±1 and L=±3 over a broadband with a bandwidth of 

more than 150 nm in the visible wavelength  range. It should be noted that, owing to the 

distinctive outcoupling efficiency on the AM modes, this AM selectivity can be verified in the 

far-field region without requiring a cumbersome and costly near-field scanning optical 

microscopy. As an illustration, the transmissive patterns of the AM beams at the wavelength 

of 640 nm are measured in the far-field region (Fig. 4.9). Owing to the nonresonant nature of 

the discovered AM sensitivity by mode-sorting nanoring slits, the physical principle of the 

distinctive AM selectivity can be extended to other wavelengths such as telecommunication 

bands ranging from 1.45 µm to 1.65 µm (Fig. 4.10). 
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Fig. 4.10. The numerically-calculated AM mode-sorting selectivity spectra of total AM 
modes of L=±1, and L=±3 for nanoring slits with the inner radii of 200 nm and 500 nm, 
respectively, for telecommunication wavelengths ranging from 1.45 µm to 1.65 µm. 
 

4.5 Chapter Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have demonstrated a noninterference based chip-scale AM selectivity by 

mode-sorting  nanoring slits, wherein the nanoring slits exhibit a selective  outcoupling 

efficiency on the plasmonic AM modes excited from nanogrooves couplers on a flat surface. 

A full vectorial approach for the modal analysis of AM modes in nanoring slits as well as in 

SPPs has been carried out. The demonstrated mode-sorting AM selectivity origins from the 

nonresonant AM mode matching between waveguide modes supported by nanoring slits and 

surface modes of the excited SPPs from nanogrooves, laying the foundation for subsequent on-

chip noninterference AM multiplexing of broadband light. It should be mentioned that 

plasmonic coupling of AM modes by nanogrooves is essential for the discovered nanoscale 

AM mode-sorting sensitivity, because a direct coupling of OAM-carrying modes into a 

nanoscale waveguide for the AM sensitivity is fundamentally difficult due to the extrinsic 
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nature of OAM of light [135]. Furthermore, the distinctive AM selectivity by nanoring slits can 

be experimentally confirmed in the far-field region without using a near-field scanning optical 

microscopy, which suggests that our chip-scale noninterference AM sensitivity may provide a 

powerful platform for future compact and integrated photonic devices harnessing AM of light. 
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Chapter 5 Chip-scale multiplexing of angular momentum 

of broadband light 

 5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we illustrate the concept of chip-scale multiplexing of angular momentum (AM) 

of broadband light. In Section 5.1, an outline of this chapter is given. In Section 5.2, we 

introduce the chip-scale AM multiplexing based on two kinds of spatial arrangement of mode-

sorting nanoring slits. Firstly, we show that different AM modes can be distinctively 

transmitted from the concentrically-superposed nanoring slits with different sizes. Secondly, 

we show that the chip-scale AM multiplexing capacity can be further increased by directionally 

coupling plasmonic AM fields into spatially-shifted nanoring slits. In Section 5.3, four selected 

AM states are eventually multiplexed through a  designed nanoring aperture (NRA) 

multiplexing unit, wherein a broadband feature as well as a negligible multiplexing crosstalk 

were both experimentally confirmed. In Section 5.4, a brief discussion on the conclusions of 

this chapter is given. 

5.2 Angular momentum multiplexing based on spatial 

arrangements of nanoring slits 

5.2.1 Concentric overlapping of nanoring slits 

The principle of the AM mode-sorting selectivity by the nanoring slits with different sizes can 

be adopted for chip-scale multiplexing of AM-superposed beams if two nanoring slits with  
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Fig. 5.1. The characterization of the chip-scale AM multiplexing based on the double 
concentric nanoring slits enclosed by the concentric nanogroove. (A) The SEM image of 
the double nanoring slits together with a concentric nanogroove structure. The inset is the close 
up view of the fabricated nanoring slits with a scale bar of 200 nm. (B) The simulated total 
intensity distributions of the AM beams of l0=+2, s=+1 and l0=-2, s=+1 in the longitudinal 
planes of the nanoring slits. (C) The experimental far-field intensity distributions of the AM 
beams of l0=+2, s=+1 and l0=-2, s=+1 in the transverse planes. (D) The experimental cross-
section plots of the far-field intensity distributions in (C) as labelled by the dashed white lines.  
 

 

Fig. 5.2. The characterization of the chip-scale AM multiplexing based on the double 
concentric nanoring slits enclosed by the two sections of shifted circular nanogroove. (A) 
The SEM image of the double nanoring slits together with the two sections of shifted circular 
nanogroove structure with a geometrical topological charge of lS=+2. The inset is the close up 
view of the fabricated nanoring slits with a scale bar of 200 nm. (B) The simulated total 
intensity distributions of the AM beams of l0=-4, s=-1 and l0=-2, s=-1 in the longitudinal planes 
of the nanoring slits. (C) The experimental far-field intensity distributions of the AM beams of 
l0=-4, s=-1 and l0=-2, s=-1 in the transverse planes. (D) The experimental cross-section plots 
of the far-field intensity distributions in (C) as labelled by the dashed white lines. 
 

Rin1 and Rin2 are used concentrically. The AM multiplexing performance of the double nanoring 

slits surround by a concentric nanogroove is illustrated for two superposed AM beams of l0=-
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2, s=+1 and l0=+2, s=+1 at the wavelength of 640 nm (Fig. 5.1). As the concentric nanogroove 

has a geometrical topological charge of ls=0, the plasmonic AM modes excited by the 

concentric nanogroove correspond to L=-1 and L=+3, respectively. In the far-field region, the 

AM properties of emitted photons from the nanoring slits are determined by  the total AM 

modes in the SPPs [104], leading to a solid spot for plasmonic AM mode of L=-1 (with OAM 

modes of L=0 and L=-2 (side lobe) in the far-field region) and a doughnut-shaped spot for 

plasmonic AM mode of L=+3 (with OAM modes of L=+2 and L=+4 (side lobe) in the far-field 

region), respectively.  Moreover, due to the AM mode matching, the inner radius of the 

nanoring slits is critical to give rise to the pronounced AM mode-sorting sensitivity, as 

illustrated in Fig. 4.5. If the concentric nanogroove is replaced by two sections of shifted 

circular nanogroove structure with a geometrical topological charge of ls=+2, AM beams of 

AM1 and AM2 can excite plasmonic AM modes corresponding to L=-3 and L=-1, respectively, 

leading to the distinctive transmittance from the concentrically-aligned nanoring slits (Fig. 5.2). 

In Fig. 5.2, different AM-carrying beams (as compared to Fig. 5.1) were used to generate the 

plasmonic AM modes of L=±1 and ±3, which is due to our designed nanoring slits that could 

strongly support these AM modes. 

5.2.2 Spatial shifting of nanoring slits  

To increase the capacity of the AM mode-sorting multiplexing, we can laterally shift one of 

the circular nanogroove sections and the nanoring slit in the opposite directions (Fig. 5.3). 

Therefore, the three sections of the circular nanogrooves exhibit with a geometrical topological 

charge of lS=+2 and lS=-2 (see supplementary materials for detailed description of nano-

fabrication structures). As a result, the AM beams of l0=-2, s=-1 and l0=+2, s=+1 are 

distinctively coupled out through one of the nanoring slits (Fig. 5.3, B to D).  
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Fig. 5.3. The characterization of the chip-scale AM multiplexing based on the spatially-
shifted nanoring slits enclosed by the three sections of the circular nanogrooves. (A) The 
SEM image of the spatially-shifted nanoring slits enclosed by the three sections of the 
nanogroove structure. The inset shows an enlarged view of the nanoring slits (scale bars, 100 
nm). (B) The simulated total intensity distributions of the AM beams of l0=-2, s=-1 and l0=+2, 
s=+1 in the longitudinal planes of the nanoring slits. (C) The experimental far-field intensity 
distributions of the AM beams of l0=-2, s=-1 and l0=+2, s=+1 in the transverse planes. (D) The 
experimental cross-section plots of the far-field intensity distributions in (C) as labelled by the 
dashed white lines. 
 

      Therefore, by designing nanogrooves on a flat surface of a metallic film, we show that AM-

carrying beams can be coupled to SPPs fields and further directed to different locations with a 

distinguishable spatial separability. Owing to such spatial separability and mode-sorting 

behaviour of nanoring slits, different plasmonic AM fields can be distinctively coupled out by 

the nanoring slits. However, it should be noted that our nanogrooves can be replaced by other 

phase shifting elements such as subwavelength phase shifters in a metasurface when more 

efficient mode coupling as well as directional coupling are on demand. 

5.3 Four-states AM multiplexing through a nanoring aperture 

5.3.1 Nanoring aperture design 

Based on the AM mode-sorting principle, we can achieve on-chip multiplexing of multiple AM 

modes through the design of the NRA multiplexing unit. The concept of our chip-scale AM  
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Fig.  5.4.The principle of chip-scale four-states AM multiplexing.  (A) Four selected AM 
beams [l0 = –4, s = –1 (AM1); l0 = –2, s = –1 (AM2); l0 = +2, s = +1 (AM3); and l0 = +4, s = +1 
(AM4)] are coaxially overlapped as the AM-superposed beams. (B) Schematic of a NRA 
multiplexing unit consisting of nanogroove structures and the mode-sorting nanoring slits. (C) 
Mechanism for AM mode-sorting by nanoring slits that have different sizes and lateral shifts. 
 

multiplexing of broadband light is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Without losing the generality, co-

axially-superposed AM carrying beams with four selected AM modes of l0=-4, s=-1 (AM1), 

l0=-2, s=-1 (AM2), l0=+2, s=+1 (AM3) and l0=+4, s=+1 (AM4) (Fig. 5.4, A) propagate through 

a NRA multiplexing unit consisting of shallow nanogrooves and the spatially-shifted mode-

sorting nanoring slits with different sizes (Fig. 5.4, B). The nanogroove structures act as the  
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Fig. 5.5. Schematic of a NRA multiplexing unit consisting of three sections of shallow 
circular nanogrooves and two concentric double nanoring slits with different sizes and 
spatial locations. The geometrical parameters of the three sections of the circular nanogroove 
structure and a nanoring slit (inset) are indicated and labelled in the figure and depicted in the 
text. 
 

metal-dielectric interfaces to convert the AM modes carried by photons into SPPs and to 

spatially route the excited plasmonic AM modes to the locations of nanoring slits. As a result 

of the distinctive AM mode-sorting sensitivity by nanoring slits, the plasmonic AM modes can 

be selectively coupled out through the slits that have different sizes and spatial shifts (Fig. 5.4, 

C).       

      Although plasmonic AM modes can be excited through either concentric or spiral 

nanogrooves etched in a thin metallic film, it is flexible to design a new geometry that uses 

only half sections of circular nanogrooves to generate required plasmonic AM modes if they 

are placed around a geometrical centre. The specific geometrical parameters of the NRA (Fig. 

5.4) including the drilled-through nanoring slits and the shallow nanogroove structures are 

labelled in Fig. 5.5. The nanoring slit is with a penetrating depth (ds) of 200 nm, a fixed width 

(w) of 50 nm and a tunable inner radius (Rin) (inset of Fig. 5.5). Three sections of circular 

nanogrooves (groove 1, groove 2 and groove 3 in Fig. 5.5) with a spatial shift were adopted to 

demonstrate the concept of noninterference AM multiplexing. The nanogrooves were designed 
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to have an identical width (wg) of 200 nm, thickness (dg) of 50 nm and an inner radius (r) of 

1.532 µm.  

      To pursue the spatial control of the excited plasmonic AM modes, the groove 2 and groove 

3 with the geometrical centres of O2 and O3 were laterally shifted with an identical distance (d) 

of d= λSPP =613 nm (λSPP is the SPPs wavelength at the selected free-space wavelength of 640 

nm) in the opposite directions with respect to the geometrical centre O1 of the groove 1, as 

shown in Fig. 5.5. Thereafter, the nanoring slits were placed in the middle of these geometrical 

centres (O1 O2 (left) and O1 O3 (right)). As such, the distance from the nearest point and the 

farthest point on the groove 1 and 2 with respect to the centre of the left-side nanoring slits is 

gradually increasing and the clockwise increased distance is 2λSPP, which implies that such two 

sections of the nanogrooves (groove 1 and 2) can serve as a spiral nanogroove with a 

geometrical topological charge (lS) of +2. Similarly, the nanogrooves of groove 1 and 3 can 

introduce a geometrical topological charge (lS) of -2 with respect to the centre of the right-side 

nanoring slits. Owing to the pronounced difference in the geometrical topological charges (ΔlS 

=±4) of the nanogrooves, the excited plasmonic AM modes on the left- and right-side nanoring 

slits could be different by taking the total AM of Lleft= l0 + s +2 and Lright= l0 + s -2, respectively. 

According to our numerical simulation, plasmonic AM modes with determinate total AM can 

be dominantly excited and spatially routed to the centre of the corresponding nanoring slits.  

 5.3.2 Numerical simulations 

We show that based on our designed nanogrooves in the NRA multiplexing unit (Fig. 5.5), a 

set of AM carrying beams of l0= ±1, ±2, ±3 ±4 and s=±1 (Fig. 5.6) can be adopted to excite a 

range of plasmonic AM modes (determined by total AM L= l0 + s + lS, where lS is the 

geometrical topological charge arising from the nanogrooves) with a distinguished spatial 

separability from the structure depicted in Fig. 5.5. The formation of the spatial separability by 
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nanogrooves provides a physical ground for AM mode sorting. As an example, we show that 

a range of plasmonic AM modes can be excited with a distinguished spatial separability by 

illuminating a set of AM beams of l0=±1, ±2, ±3, ±4 and s=±1 on the designed three sections 

of the nanogrooves (Fig. 5.6). Specifically, AM modes in the coupled plasmonic AM fields can 

be quantitatively identified by counting the number of azimuthal phase change from 0 to 2π. 

More intriguingly, we show that using this nanogroove-shifting  principle, AM beams with 

OAM modes ranging from l0 = –4 to +4 and SAM modes of s = –1 and +1 can be coupled out 

by the two spatially shifted nanoring slits that have different locations and sizes, with the 

smallest footprint of 4.2 μm by 4.2 μm (Fig. 5.7). 
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Fig.  5.6. The numerically-simulated intensity and phase distributions of a range of 
plasmonic modes with the total AM (L) excited by a set of AM beams of l0=±1, ±2, ±3, ±4 
and s=±1 through the three sections of the nanogroove structure. The dashed circles in the 
phase distribution patterns indicate the locations of topological charges of the plasmonic AM 
modes, where different AM modes are coupled to the locations with a horizontally-shifted 
distance of d=±613 nm to the geometric centre of the nanogrooves. (A) Schematic of 
nanogroove couplers with lS=+2 and lS=-2. (B) The numerically-simulated intensity and phase 
distributions of a range of plasmonic modes. 
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Fig. 5.7. The numerically-simulated transmittances of a set of AM beams of l0=±1, ±2, ±3, 
±4 and s=±1 through the two spatially-shifted nanoring slits surrounded by the three 
sections of the circular nanogrooves with lS=+2 and lS=-2. The maximized outcoupling 
efficiency (transmittance) is labelled as the dashed line. (A) Schematic of spatially-shifted 
nanoring slits with an identical inner radius of Rin enclosed by the three sections of nanogrooves 
with lS=+2 and lS=-2. (B) The numerically-simulated transmittance of a set of AM beams of 
l0=±1, ±2, ±3, ±4 and s=±1 as a function of Rin of the nanoring slits. The colored dashed lines 
indicate the designed geometries of nanoring slits used in the experiment for four-state AM 
multiplexing. These numerical results were obtained at the free-space wavelength of 640 nm. 
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Fig. 5.8. Experimental characterization of chip-scale four-states AM multiplexing. (A) 
The SEM image of the fabricated three sections of the nanogroove structures and the two 
concentric double nanoring slits (inset). (B to E) The far-field intensity patterns of the four AM 
beams of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 that were selectively transmitted from the mode-sorting 
NRAs. 
 
 

5.3.3 Nanofabrication of a nanoring aperture 

The pure gold film with a thickness of 200 nm was evaporated using electron beam evaporation 

(Nanochrome II, Intlvac) on an ultraflat quartz substrate (G380, ProSciTech) and used as our 

sample. The drilled-through nanoring slits and the shallow nanogroove structures with a 

thickness of 50 nm were fabricated in the gold film by using ion beam lithography (FEI Helios 

NanoLab DualBeam 650 system). To check the fabrication quality, scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) imaging on the fabricated area was further carried out (FEI Helios NanoLab 

DualBeam 650). 

5.3.4 Experimental characterization 

Based on the AM mode-sorting principle, we can achieve on-chip multiplexing of multiple AM 

modes, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.8 for the AM-superposed beams carrying four AM modes of 

AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4. To this purpose, we used two concentric double nanoring slits (Fig. 
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5.8, A). The performance of the four-state AM multiplexing by such a mode-sorting NRA was 

experimentally characterized. In our experiment, the four AM beams of AM1, AM2, AM3 and 

AM4 were  selectively coupled out by the four nanoring slits, which is straightforwardly 

evidenced by their distinctive transmissive patterns in the far-field region (Fig. 5.8, B to E). As 

such, the chip-scale AM multiplexing by dynamically switching on the individual AM beams 

can be directly observed without further using any interference-based detection. The 

corresponding experimental results at the wavelength of 640 nm were presented in Fig. 5.9, 

while those at other two wavelengths of 580 nm and 700 nm were given in Fig. 5.10. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.9. Far-field characterization of the four-state AM multiplexing by dynamically 
switching on the AM-superposed beams. The images are presented in pseudo-colors. The 
transmissive patterns from the NRA multiplexing unit are collected by dynamically switching 
on (A) the AM beam of AM2, (B) AM beams of AM2 and AM4, (C) AM beams of AM2, AM3, 
and AM4, and (D) four AM beams. 
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Fig. 5.10. The experimental characterization of the chip-scale four-states AM 
multiplexing at the wavelengths of 580 nm and 700 nm, respectively.  (A-D) The 
experimental characterization of the chip-scale AM multiplexing by dynamically switching on 
AM-superposed beams at the free-space wavelength of 580 nm. (E-H) The counterparts of (A-
D) but at the free-space wavelength of 700 nm. The images are presented in pseudo colors. 
 
 

      The extraction of AM-multiplexed information by each NRA unit was based on the 

distinctive transmissive intensity patterns acquired by the far-field detector, where the 

intensities at different effective sensing areas represent information carried by corresponding 

AM channels, as schemed in Fig. 5.11. The crosstalk was defined as crosstalk(dB) = 

10log(Idesired/Itotal), where Idesired was the measured intensity at the desired AM mode sensing 

area and Itotal is the total intensity in the corresponding detector plane. It should be noted that, 

despite the plasmonic AM modes excited from the sections of nanogroove structures are 

wavelength-dependent, the prominent AM mode-sorting sensitivity by the NRA was not 

affected at the three wavelengths of 580 nm, 640 nm and 700 nm. 
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Fig. 5.11. Effective mode sensing areas and measured modal crosstalk of the four AM 
beams of l0=-4, s=-1 (AM1), l0=-2, s=-1 (AM2), l0=+2, s=+1 (AM3) and l0=+4, s=+1 (AM4) 
passing through the NRA. (A) Schematic of spatially-separable AM mode sensing areas for 
the four AM beams. (B) Measured modal crosstalk of the four AM modes at different 
wavelengths. 
 

5.4 Chapter conclusions 

In this chapter, we have achieved chip-scale AM multiplexing by using a NRA multiplexing 

unit. Two multiplexing methods either based on a concentric use or on the spatial shifting of 

mode-sorting nanoring slits have been illustrated. Without losing the generality, AM-carrying 

beams with four-selected AM modes were experimentally multiplexed through a NRA 

multiplexing unit, wherein optical information carried by the four AM channels can be 

selectively transmitted by mode-sorting nanoring slits in the NRA. Moreover, our multiplexed 

AM signals can be distinguished in the far-field region without using a cumbersome and costly 

near-field scanning optical microscopy. The footprint of our NRA unit is as small as 4.2 μm by 

4.2 μm, which is approximately half the pixel size of modern spatial light modulators (SLMs) 
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used for the OAM detection in general. Owing to the nonresonance nature of our approach, the 

AM multiplexing can also be extended to other wavelengths, such as telecommunication bands 

ranging from 1.45 μm to 1.65 μm. 
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Chapter 6 Parallel on-chip noninterference angular 

momentum multiplexing of broadband light 

6.1 Introduction 

As we stated in the previous part (Section 1.6), one of primary objectives of this thesis is to 

introduce an entirely-new concept of on-chip noninterference angular momentum (AM) 

multiplexing of broadband light. So far, we have demonstrated the noninterference AM 

selectivity by mode-sorting nanoring slits (Chapter 4), as well as the chip-scale AM 

multiplexing through the spatial arrangement of mode-sorting nanoring slits (Chapter 5). To 

further demonstrate the availability of our concept for practical on-chip information processing, 

here we carry out a proof-of-concept experiment of parallel on-chip AM multiplexing through 

a nanophotonic chip, namely, nanoring aperture-structured AM multiplexing chip (NAMMC). 

Through  combining  our demonstrated multifocal array technique (Chapter 3) with the 

NAMMC, here we show that AM- and wavelength-coded information can be parallelly 

processed  upon  the illumination of dynamically-modulated multifocal arrays carrying well-

defined spin angular momentum (SAM) and orbital angular momentum (OAM) states. 

      In this chapter, a brief introduction and an outline of this chapter are given in Section 6.1. 

In Section 6.2, the operation principle of the parallel on-chip noninterference AM multiplexing 

is illustrated. In Section 6.3, an experimental verification of the parallel on-chip AM 

multiplexing of broadband light is presented. In Section 6.4, the conclusions of chapter 6 are 

given. 
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6.2 Operation principle 

To demonstrate the availability of parallel on-chip noninterference multiplexing of AM of light, 

a NAMMC consisting of an array of individually-addressable nanoring aperture (NRA) units 

was prepared. The concept of our on-chip noninterference multiplexing of AM of broadband 

light is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.  Owing to the distinctive AM mode-sorting selectivity  by 

nanoring slits, the plasmonic AM modes coupled from the AM-carrying beams can be 

selectively coupled out through the slits that have different sizes and spatial shifts in each NRA 

unit. Moreover, the nonresonant AM sensitivity by the NRA enables the AM multiplexing over 

a broad bandwidth. In addition, NRA multiplexing units in the NAMMC (Fig. 6.1, A) are 

separated by a spacing larger than the diffraction-limit distance, allowing for on-chip parallel 

processing of AM- and wavelength-coded images (Fig. 6.1, B) through the dynamic use of the 

multifocal array technique. Figure 6.2 schematically illustrates that the twelve images coded 

by four AM modes of l0=-4, s=-1 (AM1), l0=-2, s=-1 (AM2), l0=+2, s=+1 (AM3) and l0=+4, 

s=+1 (AM4) at three different wavelengths (580 nm, 640 nm and 700 nm) can be parallelly 

addressed by the large-scale integrated NAMMC. 

      The operation for parallel on-chip AM multiplexing is elaborated in Fig. 6.3. Each AM 

image consisting of 100 by 100 pixels was encoded by the SAM- and OAM-carrying beams at 

the corresponding wavelength (Fig. 6.3, A). For parallelly processing the AM-multiplexed 

image, the SAM- and OAM-coded multifocal arrays with 8 by 8 focal spots were dynamically 

created as the illuminating source of the NAMMC (Fig. 6.3, B to D). As mentioned in the 

previous part (Chapter 3), our generation method for multifocal arrays combines the advantages 

of the vectorial Debye diffraction theory  [58-60] for a complete consideration of vectorial 

nature as well as depolarization effect of a light beam and of the spatial light modulators (SLMs) 

for a dynamic manipulation of multifocal arrays. By illuminating the multifocal arrays (with 8 
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by 8 multi-beams) on the NAMMC, AM images with 100 by 100 pixels were built a piece at a 

time through the dynamic area-by-area coding method (Fig. 6.3, E and F). Subsequently, the 

reconstruction of AM images by the NRA array was based on the distinctive transmissive 

intensity patterns acquired by the CCD, where the parallelly-transmitted intensities at different 

effective sensing areas represent information carried by corresponding AM channels (Fig. 6.3, 

G and H). 
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Fig. 6.1. The concept of on-chip noninterference multiplexing of AM of broadband light 
by the NAMMC. (A) NAMMC integrated by an array of 8 NRA units by 8 NRA units. (B) 
Concept of on-chip processing of AM-multiplexed images over a broadband by the NAMMC. 
λ, wavelength. 
 

 

Fig. 6.2. Schematic of parallel multiplexing of twelve AM- and wavelength-coded images 
through the NAMMC from which each image channel can be directly addressed. 
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Fig. 6.3. The experimental flow for the parallel reconstruction of AM-coded images by 
the NAMMC. The AM-coded image channels of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4 (A) were area-
by-area pixelated based on an accurate phase modulation at the back focal plane (B) and coded 
with the well-defined SAM and OAM (C and D). (The right-side parts of D are the calculated 
third Stokes parameters (upper) and the phase distributions (lower) in each focal spot). Through 
illuminating the AM-superposed multifocal arrays on the NAMMC (E), on-chip AM 
multiplexing can be parallelly addressed and results in an AM-coded image (F). Owing to the 
AM-dependent transmissive intensity patterns, the AM carrying information can be further 
spatially distinguished and reconstructed (G and H). 
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6.3 Parallel on-chip noninterference multiplexing of angular 

momentum of broadband light 

6.3.1 Optical setup 

The major optical components for parallel AM multiplexing are same as the ones used in 

Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.7). Here to achieve parallel AM multiplexing, the linearly-polarized beams 

were dynamically modulated by the SLM to generate the OAM-carrying multifocal arrays 

corresponding to their pixelated AM-coded image channels based on the vectorial Debye 

diffraction theory. The OAM-carrying multifocal arrays were further propagated through the 

achromatic quarter wave plate to convert their linear polarization state to circular polarization 

state. Thereafter, the AM-carrying multifocal arrays were weakly focused by a focusing lens 

(UPlanFLN 10×, NA=0.3, Olympus) onto the NAMMC which was mounted on the 3D piezo-

scanning stage. Serving as the parallel illuminating sources, the individually-controlled 

multifocal arrays carried a well-defined SAM and OAM state manifested by their helical phase 

distributions and the third Stokes parameters in each focal spot (Fig. 6.3, D).  

      Thereafter, the parallelly-addressed AM-coded image information could be de-multiplexed 

and reconstructed through spatially-distinguished transmissions collected by using a 

transmissive lens (ULWD MSPlan 50×, NA=0.55, Olympus), colour filters (10BPF10-580, 

10BPF10-640 and 10BPF10-700, Newport) and the pixelated CCD camera. The measured 

transmission efficiency of the single NRA was about ~10-4, which enabled AM-coded 

information to be faithfully detected in the far-field region at a moderate experimental 

condition with the measured incident power of merely 500 nW in front of the NRA. 
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6.3.2 Experimental validation 

 

Fig. 6.5. Experimental characterization of parallel on-chip AM multiplexing through the 
NAMMC. (A) SEM image of the NAMMC. (B) Experimentally reconstructed AM-  and 
wavelength-coded images retrieved from the four AM modes (AM1, AM2, AM3, and AM4) at 
the three different wavelengths. 
 

The nonresonance  nature of the noninterference AM multiplexing enables the  multiplexing 

chip, NAMMC, to carry out both AM- and wavelength-division multiplexing in parallel. To 

demonstrate this principle, the NAMMC consisting of an array of 8 by 8 NRA units, with an 

overall size of 68 μm by 68 μm, was fabricated (Fig. 6.5, A) and illuminated by an array of 8 

by 8 multifocal array carrying well-defined SAM and OAM states (Fig. 6.3). Consequently, It 

shows the experimentally-reconstructed AM- and wavelength-coded images with 100 pixels 

by 100 pixels (Fig. 6.5, B), which were constructed one piece at a time through the dynamic 

area-by-area coding method. To further improve the resolution of AM-coded image, more 

NRA units are required to be fabricated on the NAMMC by further scaling up the physical size 

of the AM multiplexing chip using mass production. 

      In addition, we show that the NAMMC is also capable of displaying the AM-coded image 

by simultaneously addressing the four AM information channels (Fig. 6.6). Unlike the 

conventional interference-based OAM multiplexing relying on a collective phase response  
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Fig. 6.6. The experimental display of the AM-coded image. (A) The desired AM-coded 
image consisting of optical information from the four AM beams of AM1, AM2, AM3 and AM4. 
(B) The schematic of parallel AM multiplexing by illuminating the NAMMC with the AM-
superposed multifocal arrays. (C) The experimentally-displayed AM-coded image carried by 
the four AM channels. The images are presented in pseudo colors. 
 

from an overall pixels of phase-sensitive elements (e.g. SLMs) to detect OAM-coded data 

channel information, each NRA unit in the NAMMC instead can work independently to 

simultaneously distinguish multiple AM data channels. 

6.4 Chapter conclusions 

In this chapter, we  have performed a proof-of-concept experiment to demonstrate a novel 

concept of parallel on-chip  noninterference AM multiplexing of broadband light. A 

nanophotonic chip, consisting of an array of individually-addressed NRA multiplexing units, 

was fabricated to parallelly process AM- and wavelength-coded information over a broadband 

light. Contrary to conventional interference-based OAM multiplexing methods, wherein the 

OAM sensitivity inevitably relies on a collective phase response from an overall pixels of a 

phase-sensitive element,  our demonstrated noninterference-based AM multiplexing could 

allow each NRA unit (a single pixel in the NAMMC) to independently address multiple AM 
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data channels. As such, our demonstrated photonic chip device of NAMMC could allow for an 

ultrahigh-speed parallel on-chip AM multiplexing.  

      Moreover, owing to the nonresonance nature of the noninterference AM sensitivity by the 

NRA, the multiplexing capacity of our NAMMC can be significantly increased in conjunction 

with wavelength-division multiplexing. Therefore, our demonstrated concept of parallel on-

chip  noninterference AM multiplexing of broadband light could potentially boost the 

bandwidth of current cable technology, wherein a large amount of optical data (possibly 

modulated in the AM, wavelength, and polarization dimensions of light) can be simultaneously 

processed in parallel.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and future work 

7.1 Conclusions of this thesis 

In this thesis, to fulfil the growing demand of developing ultrahigh-capacity photonic devices 

for information multiplexing, we have investigated the use of a three-dimensional (3D) 

diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal array as well as of a polarization-multiplexed 

multifocal array for optical multiplexing. On the other hand, miniaturization of photonic 

devices without compromising their functionalities has been a primary interest of the optical 

community. As such, we have proposed and demonstrated an entirely-new concept of on-chip 

noninterference angular momentum (AM) multiplexing of broadband light. 

       More specifically, we have developed an accurate phase modulation method of creating a 

3D diffraction-limited volumetric multifocal arrays under high numerical aperture (NA) lenses. 

The vectorial Debye-based 3D Fourier transform (3D-FT) method has been used for the 

generation of the volumetric multifocal arrays, leading to a diminished interlayer crosstalk as 

well as the capability of dynamic  aberration compensation. Applying this feature into 3D 

parallel aberration-free optical recording reveals a significant increase in the throughput by two 

orders of magnitude. In addition to offering a new path for space-division multiplexing, this 

method could find important implications in a variety of 3D applications, such as 3D optical 

data storage [4-8], 3D direct laser writing [24-27, 46, 49], and 3D optical trapping [84] and so 

on.  

      To further advance the multifocal array technique, we have demonstrated the feasibility of 

generation of a polarization-multiplexed multifocal array, wherein the polarization state in each 

focal spot can be individually manipulated on demand. This demonstration implies that the 

multifocal array technique can be used not only for space-division multiplexing but also for 
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polarization-division multiplexing, paving the way for a wide range of polarization-sensitive 

applications. Breaking the rotational phase symmetry through  adding  a  π-phase-step to an 

azimuthally-polarized beam leads to a linear focal polarization state with high polarization 

purity. Through the superposition of such modulated azimuthal polarization fields at the back 

aperture of the focusing lens, multifocal arrays with individually-controllable and nonidentical 

linear polarization states have been achieved. In addition, other polarization states including 

circularly-, radially and azimuthally-polarized focus can be attained through the vectorial 

superposition of the π-phase-step-modulated linearly-polarized focal fields with addition phase 

engineering.  Consequently, applying this polarization-multiplexed multifocal array to 

multidimensional data storage reveals a parallel optical recording and reading of polarization-

coded image patterns. 

      In Chapter 4, we have demonstrated a novel concept of the noninterference-based chip-

scale AM selectivity by mode-sorting nanoring slits, wherein the nanoring slits exhibit a 

selective outcoupling efficiency on the plasmonic AM modes excited from  nanogrooves 

couplers on a flat surface. A full vectorial approach for the modal analysis of AM modes in 

nanoring slits as well as in surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) has been carried out. The 

demonstrated  noninterference AM selectivity origins from the nonresonant AM mode 

matching between waveguide modes supported by nanoring slits and surface modes of coupled 

SPPs from nanogrooves, laying the foundation for on-chip noninterference AM multiplexing 

of broadband light. Furthermore, the distinctive AM selectivity by nanoring slits has been 

experimentally confirmed in the far-field region without using a cumbersome  near-field 

scanning optical microscopy, which suggests that our chip-scale AM sensitivity may provide a 

powerful platform for compact photonic devices harnessing AM of light. 

      In Chapter 5, we have achieved chip-scale AM multiplexing by using a nanoring aperture 

(NRA) multiplexing unit. Two multiplexing methods either based on a concentric use or on the 
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spatial shifting of mode-sorting nanoring slits have been illustrated. Without losing the 

generality, AM-carrying beams with four-selected AM modes were experimentally 

multiplexed through a NRA multiplexing unit, wherein optical information carried by the four 

AM channels can be selectively distinguished by mode-sorting nanoring slits in the NRA. The 

footprint of our NRA unit is as small as 4.2 μm by 4.2 μm, which is approximately half the 

pixel size of modern spatial light modulators (SLMs) used by conventional interference-based 

methods for the OAM detection. Owing to the nonresonance nature of our approach, the AM 

multiplexing can carried out over a bandwidth of 150 nm in the visible wavelength range, which 

can even be extended to other wavelengths, such as telecommunication bands ranging from 

1.45 μm to 1.65 μm. Physically, due to the relatively-weak plasmonic mode confinement by 

noble metal material (e.g. gold), the plasmonic wavelength is still in the same order of 

magnitude as the free-space excitation wavelength, the theoretical limit in the maximal number 

of addressable AM multiplexing channels by a single NRA unit (footprint ~100λ2) is 100. 

      In Chapter 6, we have performed a proof-of-concept experiment to demonstrate the novel 

concept of parallel on-chip noninterference AM multiplexing of broadband light. A NRA-

structured AM multiplexing chip (NAMMC), consisting of an array of individually-addressed 

NRA multiplexing units, was fabricated to parallelly process AM- and wavelength-coded 

information over a broadband light. Instead of using a collective phase response from an overall 

pixels of a phase-sensitive element to detect the orbital angular momentum (OAM) state in the 

conventional  interference-based OAM multiplexing, our demonstrated noninterference-based 

AM multiplexing could allow each NRA unit (a single pixel in the NAMMC) to independently 

address multiple AM data channels. As such, our demonstrated photonic chip, so called 

NAMMC, could allow for an ultrahigh-speed parallel on-chip AM multiplexing. The resolution 

of AM-coded images could be further improved based on further reduction of NRA footprint 

and scaling up a massive array of NRA units. Additionally, owing to the nonresonance nature 
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of the noninterference AM sensitivity by the NRA, the multiplexing capacity of our NAMMC 

can be significantly increased in conjunction with wavelength-division multiplexing. Therefore, 

our demonstrated concept holds the promise to significantly boost the bandwidth of current 

cable technology. To illustrate this point, we further compared our approach with the state-of-

the-art methods using AM multiplexing (Table 1), indicating that our developed AM 

multiplexing chip could dramatically increase the potential AM multiplexing channels which 

is essential for ultrahigh-capacity photonic systems harnessing information processing.  

 

Table 1. A comparison of some of parameters in the developed techniques harnessing AM 
multiplexing. 

 
Footprint 

size (λ2) 

Maximal AM 

multiplexing 

channels 

Inter-modal 

crosstalk (dB) 

Power 

efficiency 

(%) 

Spiral phase plate [54] 108 1 0 ~100 

Phase-shifting element 

[89] 
108 ~102 -0.3 ~100 

Noninterference AM 

multiplexing chip 
102 ~102 -25 ~10-4 

 

     We believe our demonstrated nanophotonic manipulation of light for on-chip information 

multiplexing  will open exciting avenues for ultrahigh-capacity, ultrahigh-speed and 

miniaturized nanophotonic devices with versatile functionalities. Moreover, the novel concept 

of noninterference-based AM sensitivity embraces an unprecedented control over AM of light 

at a nanoscale, which may provide interesting physical insights into fundamental studies of the 

AM behaviour at a nanoscale. Therefore, we believe these unique demonstrations in this thesis 

will find wide-ranging applications in the information technology, such as ultrahigh-bandwidth 
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communications [1, 54], ultrahigh-capacity data storage [5], ultrasecure-optical encryptions [6], 

ultrahigh-definition displays [12, 17], ultrasensitive biological detection [57], and ultrahigh-

resolution imaging [137] and so on.  

7.2 Future work 

The research outcomes demonstrated in this thesis could be further extended towards a more 

comprehensive understanding of light-matter interactions in nanophotonic systems, and more 

compact and more efficient photonic devices capable of on-chip optical multiplexing.  

      First of all, to demonstrate the noninterference AM sensitivity at a chip-scale footprint, we 

used nanogrooves engraved on a gold film to excite the tightly-confined surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPPs). Although the noble-metal-based SPPs has been proved to be a good 

candidate as a nanoscale information carrier, the significant energy dissipation by this kind of 

materials inevitably reduces device efficiency (see in Table 1) which could impede us to 

commercialize our technology for real-world applications. However, this low-efficiency hurdle 

possibly could be broken by the emerging low-loss dielectric metamaterials that could support 

alternative surface waves with significantly-reduced loss [138]. Hence, in order to achieve a 

higher coupling efficiency and an enhanced coupling directivity, other subwavelength SPPs 

couplers with different material compositions as well as geometrical configurations can  be 

subsequently developed. Moreover, despite that nanoring slits have been used for our proof-

of-concept demonstration, other mode-sorting nanostructures might be investigated to give rise 

to a more pronounced AM selectivity at a nanoscale. 

      Secondly, owing to the spin-orbit interaction, it is the total AM (coupled from both the spin 

angular momentum (SAM) and the OAM of light as well as from the geometrical topological 

charge of the SPPs coupler) that plays a crucial role in our demonstrated noninterference-based 
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AM sensitivity, in particular, it determines a distinctive outcoupling efficiency on  the 

plasmonic AM modes funneled in  the nanoring slits. However, the AM property of the 

outcoupled light emitted from the nanoring slits to the far-field region has not been 

characterized, although we understand that the total AM should have also played a decisive 

role to determine both SAM and OAM states of the emitted  light.  Therefore, we believe it 

would be really interesting to further investigate on the  overall evolution of the AM mode 

(SAM- and OAM-carrying light → plasmonic AM modes in SPPs → SAM and OAM property 

in the outcoupled light) in the nanophotonic system. 

      Thirdly, our demonstrated multifocal array technique can be utilized not only for space-

division multiplexing, but also for polarization- as well as AM-division multiplexing of light. 

However, the generation of multifocal arrays is still relying on bulky optical elements (e.g. 

SLMs). As an ultimate goal of device integration, the multifocal array might be obtained based 

on compact photonic circuits in the future. Additionally, our large-scale NAMMC can be 

further integrated with chip-scale AM generators and could thereby offer the possibility of 

compact all-on-chip AM applications. In particular, recent successful demonstrations of chip-

scale vortex emitters [113] and OAM microlasers [114] hold the promise for achieving this 

goal in a foreseeable future.      

      Furthermore, our demonstrated nanophotonic manipulation of AM of light could lead us to 

many applications in a variety of areas. For instance, the concept of noninterference AM 

multiplexing has an obvious application in optical communications. Owing to the NAMMC 

allowing for parallel processing of AM- and wavelength-coded information, it could be 

attached to the output of a fiber bundle which consists of multiple AM-carrying optical fibers 

for a significantly-increased data multiplexing speed. With the rapid development of 

nanofabrication technology, we believe there is no technical challenge to the mass production 

of the conceptual device of NAMMC, opening a new perspective for the future ultra-broadband 
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internet  connections.  Moreover,  our approach could be  potentially applied for others 

applications, such as ultrasecure optical encryption with AM as the key, ultrasensitive optical 

trapping of desired biomolecules, and ultracompact circular dichroism spectroscopy and so on. 

      2016 saw the first observation of the gravitational wave, a concept predicted by the great 

scientist Albert Einstein a century ago in his general relativity theory [139]. Due to the fact that 

the rotating black holes can impart the OAM to both gravitational waves [140] and the re-

emitted electromagnetic waves [141], an unambiguous measurement of OAM in cosmology 

could lead to a more profound understanding of the evolution and the nature of black holes in 

the universe. Our demonstrated concept of the noninterference-based OAM sensitivity would 

be utilized by astrophysicists to characterize gravitational/electromagnetic waves associated 

OAM to gain more understanding as to how black holes interact with each other in the universe. 
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Appendix 

A. Some of important codes for the calculation of 3D diffraction-

limited volumetric multifocal arrays through vectorial Debye 

based 3D-FT.  

Main program. 
sys = initialpar; % define the initial parameters in the subprogram of “initialpar”. 

uniformity=0; 

M = sys.re; 

im = imdemo(sys); % define the intensity distribution in the focal region in the subprogram of 
“imdemo”. 

Fi = rand(M,M,M); 

x=1; 

im2=1-im; 

w1=im(im>0); 

e1=1; 

l = 0; 

while uniformity<=0.99; 

[Ex x y] = vecfieldx3D(sys,Fi); % Foward 3D-FT for Ex field component based on subprogram 
of ”vecfieldx3D”. 

% [Ey x y] = vecfieldy3D(sys,Fi); % Foward 3D-FT for Eyfield component based on 
subprogram of ”vecfieldy3D”. 

% [Ez x y] = vecfieldz3D(sys,Fi); % Foward 3D-FT for Ez field component based on 
subprogram of ”vecfieldz3D”. 

B1=abs(Ex).̂2;%+abs(Ey).̂2+abs(Ez).̂2; 

Cmax=max(max(max(B1))); 

B1=B1./Cmax; 

J=angle(Ex); 

K1=B1(im>0); 
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P=im(im>0); 

I1=K1.̂2; 

I=P.̂2; 

Er=sqrt(abs(I1-I)); 

e2=mean(Er); 

x=abs((e2-e1)/e2); 

im3=im2+sqrt(B1); 

im4=im; 

K2=im3(im>0); 

Imax=max(K2); 

Imin=min(K2); 

uniformity = 1-(Imax-Imin)./(Imax+Imin) 

Vmean=mean(mean(mean(K2))) 

if uniformity >= 0.99; 

    Fi2 = Fi; 

end 

for l=1:length(w1); 

im4(m(l),n(l),u(l))=K2(l)./mean(K2).*(0.5+0.5./mean(K2)).*im(m(l),n(l),u(l)); 

end 

Imax4 = max(max(max(im4))); 

im4 = im4./Imax4;  

H = im4.*exp(1i.*J); 

[Fi x y] = inversetrans3D(sys,H); % 3D-iFT using the subprogram of “inversetrans3D”. 

e1=e2; 

% w1=w2; 

end 

 

Subprogram of “initialpar”. 
function sys = initialpar   % set initial parameters 

sys.wl = 800e-9;   % free space wavelength 

sys.re = 150;  % SLM resolution 

sys.r = 10e-6;  % Calculation diameter in the image plane 
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sys.NA = 1.4;  %  NA of the objective 

sys.n1 = 1.515;  %  Refractive index of the immersion oil 

sys.F = 180e-3;  %  Tube length of the objective 

sys.Mo = 100;  % Magnification of the objective 

sys.z = 0e-6;  % Position of image plane 

sys.nr = 4;   %  Number of sections in one dimensional FFT 

end 

 

Subprogram of “imdemo”. 
function im = imdemo(sys)   %   Define a multifocal array. 
R = sys.re; 
N1 = 2;  
M1 = 2;  
B1 = 30; 
Oy = R/2+1;%original position 
Ox = R/2+1; 
Oz = R/2+1; 
D1 = ceil(R./N1);%distance between each spot 
D2 = ceil(R./M1);%offsetim=im(spot_info); 
D3 = ceil(R./B1); 
im = zeros(R,R,R); 
for m=1:N1 
    for n=1:M1 
        for b=1:B1 
       y1=ceil(Oy+(m-(N1-1)/2-1).*D2); 
       x1=ceil(Ox-(n-(M1-1)/2-1).*D1); 
       z1=ceil(Oz-(b-(B1-1)/2-1).*D3); 
        im(y1,x1,z1)=1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
 

Subprogram of “vecfieldx3D”. 
function [E x y] = vecfieldx3D(sys,Fi)   % Performing vectorial Debye-based 3D for Ex 
component. 

M = sys.re;  

r = sys.r; 

dr = 2*r./M; 

nr = sys.nr; 

n1 = sys.n1; 

z = sys.z; 
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Mo = sys.Mo; 

F = sys.F; 

N=(M-1)/2; 

wl = sys.wl;  

NA = sys.NA;  

g=(1/2).*((wl.*N)./(r.*2.*NA)-1); 

P = int32(g.*M);  

E=Efield3D(sys,Fi);    

k = (2.*pi)./wl; 

kt = k.*sys.n1; 

f=F./Mo; 

dK = k.*NA./N; 

m=linspace(-M/2,M/2,M); 

 n=linspace(-M/2,M/2,M); 

 b=linspace(0,M/2,M);    

 [m n b] = meshgrid(m,n,b); 

  th = asin((dK./kt).*sqrt(m.̂2 + n.̂2)); thh=th; 

       kx = m.*dK; 

       ky = n.*dK; 

       kz = b.*dK; 

       dk = kt-sqrt(kx.̂2+ky.̂2+kz.̂2); 

       dk = dk./max(max(max(dk))); 

    E = E.*dk;  

    Kfactor = dk; 

phi = atan2 (n,m); 

phi(phi<0) = phi(phi<0)+2.*pi; 

E = E.*sqrt(cos(th)).*(cos(th)+sin(phi).̂2.*(1-cos(th))); 

E (real (thh)>asin (NA./n1))=0; 

 where=isnan (E); 

 E (where)=1; 

EHold=cat(1,zeros(P,M,M), E, zeros(P,M,M)); 

EHold=fftshift(fft(fftshift(EHold,1),[],1),1); 
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Cstarty = int32(g.*M+1)+offsety; 

Cendy = int32((1+g).*M)+offsety; 

EHold = EHold(Cstarty:1:Cendy,:,:); 

E=EHold; 

EHold=cat(2,zeros(M,P,M), E, zeros(M,P,M)); 

EHold=fftshift(fft(fftshift(EHold,2),[],2),2); 

Cstarty = int32(g.*M+1)+offsety; 

Cendy = int32((1+g).*M)+offsety; 

EHold = EHold(:,Cstarty:1:Cendy,:); 

E=EHold; 

EHold=cat(3,zeros(M,M,P), E, zeros(M,M,P)); 

EHold=fftshift(fft(fftshift(EHold,3),[],3),3); 

Cstarty = int32(g.*M+1)+offsety;  

Cendy = int32((1+g).*M)+offsety; 

EHold = EHold(:,:,Cstarty:1:Cendy); 

E=EHold; 

clear EHold; 

end 

 

B. Some of important codes for the calculation of polarization-

multiplexed diffraction-limited multifocal arrays.  

The main program. 
sys = initialpar; 

G= Grating(sys); 

G2 = Grating2(sys); 

G3 = Grating3(sys); 

G4 = Grating4(sys); 

wl = sys.wl; 

M = sys.re; 
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wf1 = 1; 

wf2 = 1; 

wf3 = 1; 

wf4 = 1; 

t=pi./4; 

E1 = exp(1i.*2.*pi.*G). *exp(1i.*2.*pi.*t); 

E2 = exp(1i.*2.*pi.*G2). *exp(1i.*2.*pi.*t); 

E3 = wf3.*exp(1i.*2.*pi.*G3) . *exp(1i.*2.*pi.*t); 

E4 = wf4.*exp(1i.*2.*pi.*G4) . *exp(1i.*2.*pi.*t); 

Fi = mod(angle(EE)./(2.*pi),1); 

[Ex x y] = vecfieldx(sys,Fi); 

[Ey x y] = vecfieldy(sys,Fi); 

[Ez x y] = vecfieldz(sys,Fi); 

Ix = abs(Ex).̂2; 

Iy = abs(Ey).̂2; 

Iz = abs(Ez).̂2; 

I = Ix+Iy+Iz; 

Imax = max(max(I)); 

B1 = I./Imax; 

I11 = B1(1:M./2,1:M./2);  

I11max = max(max(I11)); 

[m1 n1]=find(I11==I11max); 

I12 = B1(1:M./2,M./2+1:M);  

I12max = max(max(I12)); 

[m2 n2]=find(I12==I12max); 

n2 = n2+M./2; 

I13 = B1(M./2+1:M,1:M./2);  

I13max = max(max(I13)); 

[m3 n3]=find(I13==I13max); 

m3 = m3+M./2; 

I14 = B1(M./2+1:M,M./2+1:M);  

I14max = max(max(I14)); 
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[m4 n4]=find(I14==I14max); 

m4 = m4+M./2; 

n4 = n4+M./2; 

im = zeros(sys.re); 

im(m1,n1)=1; 

im(m2,n2)=1; 

im(m3,n3)=1; 

im(m4,n4)=1; 

im2 = 1-im; 

w1=im(im>0); 

w1=ones(length(w1),1); 

w2=ones(length(w1),1); 

l=0; 

uniformity=0; 

wf1 = 1; 

wf2 = 1; 

wf3 = 1; 

wf4 = 1; 

K1 = ones(length(w1),1); 

[Ex x y] = vecfieldx(sys,Fi); 

[Ey x y] = vecfieldy(sys,Fi); 

[Ez x y] = vecfieldz(sys,Fi); 

Ix = abs(Ex).̂2; 

Iy = abs(Ey).̂2; 

Iz = abs(Ez).̂2; 

I = Ix+Iy+Iz; 

J1 = angle(Ex); 

J2 = angle(Ey); 

J3 = angle(Ez); 

J = angle(Ex+Ey+Ez); 

Imax = max(max(I)); 

B1 = I./Imax; 
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K1(1) = B1(m1,n1); 

K1(2) = B1(m2,n2); 

K1(3) = B1(m3,n3); 

K1(4) = B1(m4,n4); 

P = im(im>0); 

im3 = sqrt(B1); 

K2 = im3(im>0); 

Imaxu = max(K2); 

Iminu = min(K2); 

uniformity = 1-(Imaxu-Iminu)./(Imaxu+Iminu) 

peakintensity = mean(K2) 

[m n]=find(im>0); 

for l=1:length(K1); 

w2(l) = w1(l).*mean(abs(K1))./abs(K1(l)); 

end 

w2 = w2./max(w2); 

wf1 = w2(1).̂(1/2); 

wf2 = w2(2).̂(1/2); 

wf3 = w2(3).̂(1/2); 

wf4 = w2(4).̂(1/2); 

w1 = w2; 

end 

 

C. Some of important codes for the theoretical characterization of 

AM mode-sorting sensitivity by nanoring slit waveguides. 

The main program  

sys = initialpar;  % This code is used to matching the plasmonic surface mode and the guided 
mode. 
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wl = sys.wl; 

t0 = 0; 

sweept = 37; 

I = zeros(sweept,1); 

Ezguidef = real(Eguide(sys,wl)); % guided AM mode 

Ezguidef = Ezguidef./(max(max(abs(Ezguidef)))); 

for jj = 1:1:sweept 

     t = t0+(jj-1)./(sweept-1); 

Ezsppf = real(besself(sys,t,wl)); % surface AM mode 

% Emax = 6.201e-6; % regarding to wl=700e-9 

Emax = max(max(Ezsppf)); % normalization 

% Ezsppf =  Ezsppf./(max(max(abs(Ezsppf)))); 

Ezsppf =  Ezsppf./Emax; % Normalized to wl=700e-9 

EM = Ezguidef.*Ezsppf; 

 

Subprogram of “Ezsppf” 

function Ezspp=besself(sys,t,wl); 

sys = initialpar; 

k0=2.*pi./wl; 

lamdaspp=sppwl(sys); 

R0 = 2.5.*lamdaspp; 

kspp=2.*pi./lamdaspp; 

m2 = sys.m2; 

kz = sqrt((kspp).̂2-(k0).̂2); 

z=0e-9; 

M = sys.re; 

r = sys.r; 

x=linspace(-r,r,M); 

y=linspace(-r,r,M); 

[xx yy]=meshgrid(x,y); 

[th r]=cart2pol(xx,yy); 
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J0=2.*pi.*exp(-1i.*2.*pi./(lamdaspp).*R0).*R0.*exp(-
kz.*z).*exp(1i.*m2.*(th+pi./2)).*besselj(m2,kspp.*r).*exp(1i.*2.*pi.*t); 

Ezspp = J0; 

 

Subprogram of “Ezguidef” 

function Ezguide=Eguide(sys,wl); 

float('double'); 

sys = initialpar; 

eps1 = epsf(sys); 

eps2 = 1; 

eps1r = real(eps1); 

eps1i = imag(eps1); 

c = 3e+8; 

m = sys.m; 

ra = sys.ra; 

rb = sys.rb; 

pwl = wl.*10̂9-188+1; 

k0 = 2.*pi./wl; 

w = 2.*pi.*c./wl; 

u0 = 1; 

eps3 = eps1; 

n1 = sqrt(eps1); 

n2 = sqrt(eps2); 

n3 = n1; 

r = sys.r; 

MM = sys.re; 

yy=fsolve(@myfun,2.*pi./wl.*guess1,optimset('Display','iter','TolFun',1e-100)); 

function q=myfun(x) 

M = zeros(4); 

ktr1 = sqrt(x.̂2-(k0.*n1).̂2); 

ktr2 = sqrt(x.̂2-(k0.*n2).̂2); 
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ktr3 = ktr1; 

v1 = ktr1.*ra; 

v2 = ktr2.*ra; 

v3 = ktr2.*rb; 

v4 = ktr3.*rb; 

M(1,1) = besseli(m,v1); 

M(1,2) = -besseli(m,v2); 

M(1,3) = -besselk(m,v2); 

M(1,4) = 0; 

M(2,1) = 1i.*eps1.*w./(ktr1.*c).*(1./2.*(besseli(m-1,v1)-besseli(m+1,v1))); 

M(2,2) = -1i.*eps2.*w./(ktr2.*c).*(1./2.*(besseli(m-1,v2)-besseli(m+1,v2))); 

M(2,3) = -1i.*eps2.*w./(ktr2.*c).*(1./2.*(besselk(m-1,v2)-besselk(m+1,v2))); 

M(2,4) = 0; 

M(3,1) = 0; 

M(3,2) = -besseli(m,v3); 

M(3,3) = -besselk(m,v3); 

M(3,4) = besselk(m,v4); 

M(4,1) = 0; 

M(4,2) = -1i.*eps2.*w./(ktr2.*c).*(1./2.*(besseli(m-1,v3)-besseli(m+1,v3))); 

M(4,3) = -1i.*eps2.*w./(ktr2.*c).*(1./2.*(besselk(m-1,v3)-besselk(m+1,v3))); 

M(4,4) = 1i.*eps3.*w./(ktr3.*c).*(1./2.*(besselk(m-1,v4)-besselk(m+1,v4))); 

q = det(M); 

rr = rank (M); 

Z = null(M,'rr'); 

x = xm; 

tt=linspace(-r,r,MM); 

ttt=linspace(-r,r,MM); 

[xxx yyy]=meshgrid(tt,ttt); 

[phi r]=cart2pol(xxx,yyy); 

Ez = zeros(MM,MM); 

for i = 1:1:MM 

    for j = 1:1:MM 
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if r(i,j)>0 && r(i,j)<ra 

   Ez(i,j) = exp(1i.*x.*z0).*exp(1i.*m.*phi(i,j)).*u(1).*besseli(m,ktr1.*r(i,j)); 

else if r(i,j)>ra && r(i,j)<rb 

   Ez(i,j)  =  
exp(1i.*x.*z0).*exp(1i.*m.*phi(i,j)).*(u(2).*besseli(m,ktr2.*r(i,j))+u(3).*besselk(m,ktr2.*r(i,
j))); 

    else if r(i,j)>rb 

   Ez(i,j) = exp(1i.*x.*z0).*exp(1i.*m.*phi(i,j)).*u(4).*besselk(m,ktr3.*r(i,j)); 

        end 

    end 

end 

    end 

end 

Ezguide = Ez;            

end 
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